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DINNER — In conjunction with Youth Appreciation Week, the Murray Optimist Cluh sponsored a dinner at
Pagliai's for the Teenage Volunteers of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The group included (from left, first
row) Kim Edmonds, Brenda Conley, Lynnette Thompson, Erin O'Brien and Natalie Simpson. (Second row) Mike
Keller, Optimist chairman of Youth Appreciation Week, Angie Thweatt, Lori Lovins, Julie Gargus, Christi Hale, Mitzi
Cathey, Anne Schoenfeldt, Dawn Roesch and Kathy Hodge, director of hospital publicity. (Third row) Stuart Poston,
hospital administrator, Carla Beach, Gwen Gentry, Clarissa Thorn, Bill Murray, Tiffany Taylor, Vickey Weatherford,
Maryjane Estes, Loretta Hicks and Dave Howell, Optimist president.
AWARDS — The Murray Optimist Club presented plaques to four
Murray-Calloway County Hospital volunteers at a dinner Monday night.
The plaques are in recognition of more than 200 volunteer service hours
to the hospital. Those receiving the awards were (from left) Julie Gargus,
Lori Lovins, Bill Murray and Natalie Simpson.
Boy Scout Troop 77
Will Hold Old
Newspaper Drive
Boy Scout Troop 77 will hold its semi-
annual old newspaper drive on
Saturday, Nov. 17.
The newspaper drive is both a fund-
raising and conservation activity for
the troop, according to senior patrol
leader Brent Clark.
Clark said, "Conservation plays a big
role in the Scouting program and is a
vital part of the Outdoor Code, which is
the Scouting attitude toward nature and
the out-of-doors. The collection of
papers helps the,Scouts and public to be
more aware of saving our naLion's
natural resources."
Persons who have papers should call
753-3824 and give their name, address
and location of the papers. Only
newspapers can be collected, no
magazines or booklets.
First Step Taken In Establishing
Registry Of State Cancer Patients
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP — The
Kentucky Cancer Commission has
taken the first step toward establishing
a cancer registry to collect information
on all cancer patients treated in state
hospitals.
The commission, meeting Monday in
Frankfort, authorized the Kentucky
Hospital Association to hire a director
and secretary to develop a workable
plan for such a registry and to report
back to the commission nest month.
Researchers at the state's two
medical centers, in Louisville and
Leitington, supported the concept. They
said it could be a breakthrough in early
cancer detection. However, they raised
questions as to how the project would be
accomplished.
Dr. David Goldenberg, a University
of Kentucky Medical Center cancer
researcher and director of UK's
Ephraim McDowell Community
Cancer Network, said the Kentucky
Hospital Association's proposal might
not go far enough.
Goldenberg said information
collected through such a registry
should include more than just a record
of malignant tumors. He said it should
address such things as family history,
occupation and environment.
He also said the KHA proposal would
only collect data on patients in
hospitals, but does not provide for any
long-term follovrup once patients leave
the hospital system.
William F. Davenhall, a spokesman
for the hospital association, agreed to
work with the commission's technical
advisiory committee to resolve
questions involving the type of data
collection and the way the project
would operate.
The hospital association originally
proposed to set up a cancer registry
costing some $634,000 for the first year
of operation, but the commission
backed off from spending that kind of
money. Commission members said
they wanted more details on how the
registry would work before committing
that amount.
State health officials have said data
collected through such a registry could
provide information on areas of con-
centration and on what types of cancer
are increasing.
Silver Tea For Boy Scout
Benefit To Be Held Friday
A Silver Tea for the benefit of the Boy
Scout of America National Council's
Conservation Project at the Land
Between the Lakes Gateway High
Adventure Base will be held Friday,
Nov. 16, from 2 to 4 p.m. at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
The tea will be hosted by the Garden
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Features of the tea will be
displays of antiques, dolls, shells, and
bird figurines, along with door prizes,
said a member of the department, who
urges the public to attend to support
this special project.
The High Adventure Base promotes
programs in canoeing, sailing, pon-
tootling, backpacking, and outdoor
leadership training in the summer for
scouts (cored); •and will serve other
youth groups, school and church
gioups, Girl Scouts, etc.
In relocating the National Office and
Training Center from New Jersey to
Dallas, Texas, it was decided that the
conservation education program in
existence there should be moved to a
centrally located area in the United
States. Kentucky's High Adventure
Base, one of six across the ntion, was
chosen for this reason and because of
the diversity their program offers.
The project is on the verge of what
may become a major focal point of
Interest for Scouts and other youth
groups across America because it
combines recreation with other outdoor
education and conservation. Currently
the project is at a standstill in carrying
forth the work as they have no financial
backing and are seeking support, a
spoketanah for the local department
sold.
Any c$IntFinutlonn 40 this Project are
tax 'deductible and all monies will be
seed for development of this new
Conservation Edeastios project.
Deaths due to cancer are currently
recorded with the state, but there is no
statewide reporting system with other
details on cancer cases.
The commission also approved a
grant for $39,500 for expansion of
Hospice of Louisville. The funds would
allow the group to employ an executive
director and director of clinical nur-
sing. The hospice, which helps ter-
minally ill cancer patients and their
families, currently has only one paid
employee and relies on volunteers.
Annual Lions Club
Radio Auction Set
For Nov. 13, 14,.15
The annual Murray Lions Club radio
auction on WNBS will be held from 6:30
to 11 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 13, 14 and 15, according
to auction chairmen Bill Marcum and
Richard Jones.
Among the many items to be auc-
tioned off, all of which have been
donated by area merchants, are a 1980
Ford Pinto and three black-and-white
television sets.
All proceeds from the auction will go
to the local Lions Club for the eye
conservation program in this area.
Members of the club will be manning
the telephones and microphones the
nights of the auction. Those wishing to
bid on the items may call either 753-3411
or 753-2458 during the auction hours.
Students Return To
Win go School On
Monday For Half Day
WINGO, Ky. (AP) — Some 880
students returned to the Wingo School
Monday for a half-day of classes.
. The school's short schedule was
aimed at giving the students a chance
to become familiar with new class
schedules necessitated by a Nov. 1 fire
which destroyed six classrooms and
damaged several others.
Damages from the blaze have been
set at $750,000. Students at the school,
which includes grades one through 13,
miased eight days of classes.
The Cause of the fire remains under
investigation.
As Result Of Carter Decision
Gas Lines May Be Longer
And Heating Bills Higher
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Americans
may pay more for home heating oil and
face service station lines for higher-
priced gasoline as a result of President
Carter's decision to end Iranian oil
imports, officials in and out of govern-
ment say.
Prices will probably climb and gas
station lines, reminiscent of the spring,
mild return, especially if Iran decides
to reduce its crude oil production and
lower the world's • already tight oil
supply, the experts said Monday.
They were not precise about prices
and supply, however, because what
happens in coming weeks depends on
such diverse factors as the ef-
fectiveness of U.S. conservation efforts
and the prices U.S. oil companies have
to pay for crude oil in markets outside
Iran.
'Carter's action Monday — a response
to the seizure of some 60 American
hostages in Tehran — will halt imports
of about 700,000 barrels per day of
Iranian crude oil and petroleum
products made from Iranian crude.
That represents about 4 percent of the
nation's daily consumption.
The president coupled his decision
with a plea to Americans to "redouble
efforts" to conserve gas and oil.
A Carter administration official told
a news Iriefing that the nation could
"totally offset" the loss if every car was
driven three miles less each day.
But administration officials, 'asking
not to be named, acknowledged that
any oil bought to make up for whatever
Americans fail to conserve likely will
be more expensive than Iranian crude.
This would lead to higher prices at
the gas pump and from fuel-oil sup-
pliers, one official said, although he
estimated "it would not be a very
significant amount."
The possibility of higher prices for
gasoline and heating oil comes at a time
when the nation's families already are
paying record energy bills. It also
comes as the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries plans















Sports 6, 7, 8
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy and cold tonight
with lows in the upper 20s. Mostly
sunny and continued cool on
Wednesday with highs in the low
50s.
Clearing Thursday. Fair and
warmer Friday. Chance of
showers Saturday. Daytime
highs mid 40s to mid 50s Thur-
sday rising into the 50s Friday
and Saturday.




Americans are earning more and
making less than they were 10 years
ago.
Tbat's the conclusion of a new study
which shows that the after-tax, after-
inflation median income for a typical
family is smaller than it was in 1969.
The study was conducted by the Tax
Foundation Inc., a nonprofit research
group with headquarters in
Washington, D.C.
The foundation said that from 1969 to
1979, the median income for all families
with a single, full-time wage earner
almost doubled, going from from $9,277
to $18,467.
The group figured out how much
federal income tax awl Social Security
would be due on the median income for
a married couple with two children
filing a joint return. It calculated that
the atter-tax income for the family
went from $7,947 to $15,546.
Next, the foundation adjusted the 1979
figure for inflation, as measured by the
Consumer. Price Index, and it found,
The American Petroleum Institute,
an industry lobbying group, said it will
take four to six weeks for the'
president's ban to be felt because of the
amount of Iranian oil already on its way
to refineries.
Despite the lag time, an oil industry
official who asked not to be identified
said Americans "may see prices go up
immediately in anticipation" of a
future squeeze.
The biggest "ifs" about the future
price and availability of petroleum
products hinge on what Iran decides to
do with those 700,000 barrels. Iran could
sell the oil elsewhere or not at all,
although Iranian oil minister Ali
Moinfar was quoted on Tehran radio as
saying: "We have many clients, we can
sell it with no problem."
Among the possibilities:
—The most optimistic scenario has
Iran finding other countries for the
supply earmarked for the United
See GAS LINE,
Page 12. Column 6
President Cancels Trip
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter decided today to cancel a trip
this afternoon to Philadelphia and Harrisburg,- Pa., because of the Iranian
crisis, White House sources said.
The president had been scheduled to hold a town meeting in Philadelphia
in late afternoon and then fly to Harrisburg for a Pennsylvania Democratic
State Committee dinner. •
The trip is the second cancelled by Carter as a result of the takeover, of the
U.S. embassy in Tehran on Nov. 4.
The president has already postponed a trip to Canada until early next
year. It had been scheduled for last Friday and Saturday.
State Political Leaders Voice.
Support In Action Against Iran.
By The Associated Press people" being held at the. embassy in
Kentucky's political leaders have Tehran. -
voiced their support for President The ban on Iranian oil imports will
Carter's action halting oil imports from present a challenge to the nation,
Iran, where a group of students has Carter said. "Our response will
held the U.S. Embassy and some, 60 measure our character and our
Ameritans hostage for more than a courage. I know that we Americans will
•week, not fail," he said.
In announcing his action Monday, "I think the action is correct and I
Carter declared that America will not support the president fully," said Sen.
bow to economic pressure or terrorism
in its effort to protect "the lives of our
See IRAN,
Page 12, Column 6
Preliminary Hearing Scheduled
For Monday For Arson Suspect
A preliminary hearing has been
scheduled for Monday, Nov. 19, in
Calloway County District Court for
Ancel Clay Lowry, 25, Owensboro,
arrested early Sunday morning in
connection with several recent fires in
the city.
A Murray State University student,
Lowry was charged with four counts of
first degree arson, four counts of
wanton endangerment and one count of
criminal attempt to commit murder,
according to a Murray City Police
spokesman.
Bond for Lowry was set at $155,000.
Lowry, a resident of Hart Hall on the
MSU campus, appeared Monday before
District Judge Sid Easley, where a
public defender, Ed Overbey, was
appointed for him (Lowry).
The police spokesman said Lowry
was apprehended Sunday near an early
morning fire.
Collaborating in the arson in-
vestigation, that began several weeks
ago, were the Murray police, the
Calloway County Sheriff's Office, the
Kentucky' State Police Arson Depart-
ment and the MSU Security Depart-
ment.
Chaplain Of Executed Killer
Spenkelink To Speak At MSU
The personal chaplain of executed
killer John Spenkelink will participate
Wednesday in a criminal justice con-
ference at Murray State University.
The Rev. Tom Fennstra of Paris,
Tenn., says he spent about 24 years as
personal chaplain to Spenkelink, who
was executed in Florida earlier this
year, and personally counseled him
three or four hours every month.
Fennstra was one of the 14 people at
Earn More
that the "real" income — in terms of
1969 dollars — was only $7,800, almost
$150 less or 2 percent less than it was a
decade earlier.
These statistics don't even take state
and.local taxes into account and they
have been rising even faster than the
federal levies in most places.
Since then, federal income taxes for
the family used in the foundation
calculations rose 82 percent; Social
Security taxes went up 142 percent; and
prices increased 75 percent. It all adds
up to an 8 percent drop in actual pur-
chasing power since 1972.
Tax bracket creep is one reason that
earnings don't keep pace with inflation
— even when paychecks go up. As your
income increases, so does the bite taken
by the federal government as you are
pushed into a higher tax bracket.
Several proposals have been made to
cure,tax bracket creep by a system
called indexation-which links taxes and
the inflation rate. It's easier to un-
derstand if you look at some
hypothetical figures.,
Suppose your income $15,000 a year.
Spenkelink's execution and is no sup-
porter of capital punishment. Its
subject at the conference will be the
"Moral Dimension of the Spenkelink
Execution."
Fennstra said he promised
Spenkelink to work as hard as he could
to make people understand that it is
barbaric to kill another human being.
Says Fennstra: "It's ridiculous for us
to say, 'Well, he killed someone, so let's
kill him.' "
Make Less
Assume you pay 10 percent in taxes —
$1,500 — for an after-tax income of
$13,500. The Consumer Price Index goes
up by 10 percent and so does your
salary. You now earn $16,500 a year.
Without indexation, you are
automatically boosted into a higher tax
bracket — let's say you pay 11 percent
or $1,815. You are left with $14,685. Your
10 percent raise has just shrunk to 8.7
percent — less than is needed to keep up
with the 10 percent boost in prices.
With Lndexation, your tax bracket
would remain the same. You would still
pay 10 percent — $1,650 on a $16,500
salary. You would be left with $14,850;
your 10 percent raise would leave you 10
percent more money — enough to at
least keep pace with inflation.
Qpponents of indexation say it is
better to adjust for inflation with
periodic tax cuts. They say indexation
costs the government money; the
amount of taxes collected does not
automatically increase with inflation.
They also say that individual tax cuts
are more effective for helping specific
segments of the population.
,
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Club Will Sponsor
Fair Queen Event
The Murray Woman's ch4p
will sponsor the Murra5- -
Calloway County Fair Queen
Contest starting in 1980. ac-
cording to action taken at the
-executive board meeting of
the club on Nov. 5 with Bonnie
Jones, president. presiding.
This contest has been
sponsored by the Sigma
Department of the club for
many years. The department
offered it to the general club in
the presentation made by the
Sigma Chairman. Sue Spann,
at the October meeting. A
special committee composed
of Cecelia Brock, Helen Kline.
and Clarice Sparkman was
appointed at that time to study
the proposed contest. At the
Novehiber meeting the
committee recommended that
the general club sponsor the
contest and the board voted to
conduct this money making
project. _
Sue Spann volunteered to
serve as genera! chairman for
the contest for 1980 with
special committee members
assisting from each of the ten
departments of the club —
Alpha Creative Arts. Delta.
Garden. Home, Kappa, Music,
Sigma. Theta, and Zeta.
Announcement was made or
the Silver tea on Friday, Nov.
16. from 2 to 4 p.m. by the
Garden Department for the
benefit of the Boy Scout High
- Adventure in the Land Bet-
ween the Lakes, a special
project of the arden Club of
Kentucky. The public is in-
vited and urged to attend, said
• Millie Graves. department
_schairman.:
The general club voted to
make a donation toward the
Christmas display in the
Murray-Calloway County
• Park.
Members were urged to
continue -to save cancelled
--postage stamps to be sent to
tonight!
iralgui 7:25,9:15














CARE with the money from
them to buy food for starving
people of the world.
Also present were Oneida
Boyd. Huth Wilson. Dorothy
McKenzie, Marjorie Major,
Ginny Crihfield. Betty Boston,
Ann Uddberg. Maxine Scott,
Barbara Erwin, Sina
Richardson. Frances
Galloway, Lois Keller, Jo
Burkeen, Desiree Hosick, and
Shirley Winters.
Announcement was made of
the general meeting with
special music by the Chorus of
the Music Department, Karen
Bolls, director, on Sunday,
Dec. 2, at the club house.
Events Planned By
The Murray B.S. U.
s Baptist Student Union
haMilannecl two special ac-
tivities for this week.
On Thursday, Nov. 15, the
BSU will sponsor a hayride. „
Persont should !fleet at the
BSU Center at it p.m. where
transportation will be
provided to Kentucky Dam
Village State Park where the
ride will take place.
The ride will end with a
bonfire and "hobo dinner."
The cost will be $1.50 and one
can of unlabeled soup per
person.
An International
Thanksgiving 'dinner will be
held at the BSU Center on
Friday. Nov. 16, at 6:30 p.m.,
sponsored by the BSU and the
Women's Missionary Union of
the BloOd River Baptist
AssOciation.
This is free and open to all -
international students and
their spouses and families. All
other students are also invited
to attend. Reservations may
be made at the Baptist Student




Mr. and •lirs. Guy Latins
On Nov. 16, 1929, Miss Annie Blalock and Guy Lovins were
married in the home or the Rev. E. B. Motley, minister of the
First Christian Church, Murray.
This coming Sunday, Nov. 18, from 2 to 4 p.m. the couple
will be honored with a reception at the fellowship hall of the
Poplar Spring Baptist Church, where they have been
members for 47 years.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend, but the cou-
ple requests that guests not bring gifts.
"The chapters of their life together are ordinary, some
sparkling with joy and anticipation, others filled with
anguish and regret; but ttie passing of each chapter has seen
their love for each other become more meaningful," Mr. and
Mrs. Lovins said.
Special Concert Will Be
Held At Christian Church
Marianne Webb, concert
organist, will be presented in
an organ recital Sunday, Nov.
Local Good Sam Club if -ill
Hold Its Campout At Piner
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
campout on Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday, Nov. 16, 17, and
18, at Piney Campground,
Land Between the Lakes, with
Fred and Martha Butterworth
as wagonmasters and Dock
and Larue Wallace as
assistant wagonmasters.
Activities planned for the
weekend- include a special
stew supper with desserts on
Saturday, Nov. 17, at 4 p.m. at
the Butterworth campsite.
Rudolph Howard, president,
urges all members and in-
terested campers to attend.
The club held its October
campout at Columbus
Belmonte State Park with
Grover and Doris Burkett as
wagonmasters. A chili supper
was served on Saturday night,
Oct. 20, at the Burkett cam-
psite.
The by-laws of the club were
voted on and plans for the
November meeting were
discussed.
Attending the campout were
the families of Rudolph
Howard, Hunter Love, Charlie
Adams, Andy Rogers, T. G.
Shelton, Nix Crawford, Bill
Hill, B. C. Grogan, Lloyd
Jacks, Ned Wilson, Grover
Burkett, Fred Butterworth,
Jack Wagar, John Bowker,
Dock Wallace, Harry Cart-




Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Stoll of
Paducah announce the birth of
a baby girl, Suzannah
Rosalee, weighing 10 pounds
six ounces,. born on Saturday,
Nov. 10, at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Smith of Kirksey and
Mr. and Mrs. Gregg Stoll, Sr.,
of Phoenix, Ariz. Mrs. Gracie



















18, at. 3 p.m. at the First
Christian Church. Mayfield
Miss Webb will be presenting
the first public performance
on the recently installed 26
rank Wicks Pipe Organ.
Having been used for the
church's services since
September, the public is en-
couraged to take this op-
portunity to hear this out-
standing instrument as
utilized by this fine artist, a
church spokesman said.
The organist is professor of
music and university organist
Marianne Webb
at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale. She holds a
Bachelor of Music degree
from Washburn University
and the Master of Music
degree in organ from the
University of Michigan where
she was a scholarship student
of Marilyn Mason. A Fulbright
Grant enabled her to continue
her study in Paris, France
with Andre Marchal, in-
ternationally known recitalist
and teacher.
A recent review of a concert
given by Miss Webb at the
Ohio Valley Regional Con-
vention of the American Guild
of Organists reads: "On all
counts, Webb contributed the
most distinguished playing of
the convention. It was con-
sistently accurate, sure, and
controlled; it communicated
forcefulls, Within the stylistic
demands of each work of the
varied program, the skillful
application of - polished





The October meeting of the
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy was held
recently at the home of Mrs.
Darrell Mitchell of New
Concord.
The program was given by
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, president.
She read "A Pilgrim in
Russia," written by her son,
John Mac Carter, to record his
impressions and reflections of
his experiences in Russia
during the World Conference
for a Peaceful and Secure
Future for all Children,
Moscow, September 1979.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher gave
the invocation.
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, vice
president of the Kentucky
State Division of the U.D.C.,
gave the report of the annual
meeting of the State Division
held at the Red Lion in
Paducah on Oct. 5 and 6. Mrs.
W. Z. Carter, Mrs. Inez
Claxton, and Mrs. Sidney
McKinney of Cadiz also at-
tended and brought home two
chapter prizes - for selling the
largest number of insignias
and for having the greatest
amount of publicity.
The J.N. Williams Chapter
was also honored to have Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn preside at
the Friday evening historical
banquet with Mrs. E. A. Deiss
of Lexington as speaker. Mrs.
Deiss is honorary president
general, past vice president
general, and past historian
general.
During the business
meeting, Mrs. Edward Davis
was elected assistant
secretary to serve during the
absence of Mrs. N. A. Ezell.
In addition to those already
mentioned, others who at-
tended were Mrs. Timothy
Graves, Mrs. Inez Claxton,
Mrs. Edward A. Davis, Mrs.
Myrtle Cayce, Mrs. Lois
Sammons, Mrs. Charles
Stubblefield, Dr. Halene H.
Visher, and Mrs. Mitchell.
Refreshments were served
by the hostesses, Mrs. Mit-
chell, Mrs. Timothy Graves,
Mrs. Edward A. Davis, and
Mrs. Charles Stubblefield.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Elvis McClain of
Puryear, Tenn., has been




the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, was Mrs. John
Smotherman of Murray.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH-
Mrs. Mury Rule of Kirksey
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FOR WEDNESDAY
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read. the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) grI4
Friends are helpful re in-
vestments and work projects.
Be willing to work - hard
towards the realization of new
-plans. .
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to' May 201 ti,k71'
Enlist the support of family
members re creative projects.
There may be more .dif-
ficulties than you envisioned
re love, but persist.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Enjoy stimulatingstimulating activities
at home base, but also be
willing to share duties. An
interesting project may have
to temporarily be put aside.
CANCER
(June 21 to July n)
• 'Enjoy local travel with a "
new romantic interest. Come
to grips with reality re a
relationship. Go ahead with
money-makingideas.
LEO
July 23 to Aug. 22) 412fg
Go over the figures before
buying major appliances for
the home. Stfccess is with you
if you keep spending within'
affordable limits.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "PUIL
Unexpected news is ex-
citing. Take a nap in the p.m.
td restore vitality. Extra work
could cause you to be overly
serious.
LIBRA(Sept. 
23 to Oct. 22) A.
New money ideas require
behind-the-scenes planning.
Inner worries may preoccupy




now, but 'don't forget prior
social obligations. A staid






progress. Superiors may be
wary of innovation, but talks
with advisers are beneficial.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) Vi







So. 12th ( Beside Bank of Murray Branch) Hrs. Mon.-Sat. 6
, NOVEMBER 14, 1979
lead re publishing, education.
Friends from a distance may
show up unexpectedly. Raise
needed capital.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 111)
Your day to shine in career
endeavors. Be willing to take a
chance, but not at the expense
of prior commitments. Attend
to business.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
You'll come up with new
insights about a relationship.
The old problems may




wouldn't be satisfied in a
routine job. You are. artistic
and practical and can succeed
in both business and the arts.
You have a special affinity for
the law, which may lead you
into politics and government
work. The theater also at-
tracts' you. "YOU have
leadership ability and are
somewhat lucky in business.
Your greatest success comes
with the development of a
philosophy of life. Get to know
your fellowman lest you
become too critical.
Engineering, science, and
invention may also appeal to
you. Birthdate of: Mamie
Eisenhower, first lady; King
Hussein of Jordan; and Prince
Charles of England.
leil 0V I k A
all*/  TjeakAbbt-A\ By Abigail Van Buren
Abby Heartwarms
A Cold Shoulder
DEAR ABBY: The letter signed AMERICA FIRST, in
which the writer was opposed to our taking in the boat poo.
pie, sickened me. I was further sickened to read that your
mail was running 200 to 1 in favor of turning away thit
refugees!
I would like to think that tie writers of those letters are
in the minority, otherwise I fear for the future of our
country.
Your answer to AMERICA FIRST must have touched the
heart and soul of-every decent human being who read it. It
was the finest letter you ever wrote. Our founding fathers
would have been proud of you.
Keep up the good wdrk,-Abby. You may be speaking for
the silent majority.
AN AMERICAN IN TUCSON
DEAR AMERICAN: I know now that I was! My mail
usually confirms the theory that many more people will take
up the pen to oppose something than to support it.
However, since printing a sampling of the discouraging
reponse, I have received • blizzard of mail from readers --
easily 10,000 to 1—in favor of providing refuge to the boat
people. And they're still coming in. Thank you, readers You
are beautiful!
DEAR ABBY: I am 17 years old and it's like I am walking
around in a fog. I just found out that my "mother" is really-
-my aunt, and my "aunt" is my real mother.
My mother-wasn't married at the time, so she gave me to
her married sister to raise. Later, my real mother got mar
ried and had children. That means my brothers and sisters
are really my cousins, and the kids I always thought were
my cousins are really my half sisters and brothers. I feel ter
rible to think almost eveTy.body in the family has known this
all along and I had to find it out from a stranger.
There is nothing I can do about it because I feel toward
the aunt who raised me just like any kid would feel toward
his own mother. And I don't honestly feel anything extra
special foe my real mother who-I thought was just another
aunt.
I guess what I want 10 say it this: Please tell people if they
• Wve-a secret likp-t hix in their family. it-Is-best-to tell the kils
before they hear it from strangers. HURT AND IN A FOG
DEAR HURT: Excellitit advice!
DEAR ABBY: In reply to LARRY'S GAL. .you wisely
pointed out that gambling can become an addiction as
serious as liquor and tobacco.
That caused me to recall the words of Dr_ George S.
Stevenson, a medical consultant to the National Association
for Mental Health:
"Many people come to adult life suffering from a feeling of
inadequacy about themselves, and a feeling of uncertainty
about life in general. Unable to meet the demands of life.
they may develop neurotic symptoms, take to alcohol or nar
cotics. or turn to compulsive gambling, which permits them
to avoid reality -one turn of a card, one spin of the wheel
can make everything come out all right — they hope.
ARTHUR H. PRINCE
• CONFIDENTIAL TO LISA: I don't think he was "con-
fessing." I think he was BRAGGING. 10r, possibly. lying.)
Problems? You'll feel better if you get them off your
chest. For a personal reply write to Abby. Box 69700, Los
Angeles, Val. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
envelope. 
II e core idetord to an-
iUIii .1. dou I h•farn Gad
Herndon, bride-elect of
Nihon% Ibovle Farri%.
'110 kelef led their china
and ‘rairdeAA from our
bridal rep sin.
Debra and .Inthora%
iII Ike married Decent -
r I. I":',
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Tuesday , Nov. 13
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Nancy Bogard
at 7 p.m.
Baptist oil'ircrWiltnen of
Memorial Church will meet
with Mary Beth Harp at 7 p.m.
- -
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly I Club will
meet at 7 pin. at the Health
Center.
Clinic at Calloway County
Health Department will not be
held todifj-
Ca llow Y. F. Ettes
will meet at 7:30 p.111, at time
Murray Vocational School.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall..
Faculty- recital —67 Robert
t Iitlespie. violinist. Neale B.
•MaSon, violoncellist, and Dr.
lames McKeever, pianist.
with guest artist Katharine E.
Mason on the viola, will be at
J3:15 p.m. in the Farrell
• Recital Hall, ' Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. This is free to the
public.
Chorus of Music Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a rehearsal at
the home of the director.
Karen Bolls, at 7 o.m.
. Program on "National
Health Policies" will be
sponsored by Murray State
University Honor Society in
Nursing at 7 p.m. in Mason
Hall Nursing Auditorium.
Free. seminar on energy
conservation in new home
construction • will be held in









Community Calendar Events Listed
Tuesday, Nov. 13
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 to 11
p.111.
Baptist Young Women of
Blood River Church will meet
at the home of Martha Nor-
sworthy at 7 p.m.
Murray Branch of AAUW
will conduct a public hearing
to survey the needs of Murray
mid surrounding counties'
Displaced Homemakers at the
Calloway Public Library at
7:15 p.m. For information call
753-1683.
Murray Band Boosters will
meet at the band room of the
high school at 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 14
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Pacers with
Geri Johnson at 930 a.m.,
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 10 a.m., South
Pleasant Grove with Justine
Story at 1;30 p.m., and New
Concord with Bessie Dunn and
Harris Grove with Mrs. Otto
Hicks, both at 1 p.m.
urcles of, First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at 7:30 p.m. as follows:
Ruth Wilson with Mrs. John
Trotter. Wesleyan with Mrs.
Charles Dillon, and Hannah
with Mrs. James Stahler, Ill.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities- at the Hazel
Community Center including
tunCh at 11:45 a.m., blood
pressure check at 12:30 p.m.,
craft club meeting at 1 p.m.,
and library program.
Morray Lions Club Radio
Auction will be from 6:30 to 11
p.m.
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
1013.4
Wednesday, Nov. 14
Ladies day luncheon with
Bonnie Jones as chairman will
be served at noon at the
Murray Country Club. Bridge
with Sadie West and Louise
Lamb as hostesses will be at
9:30a.m.
Luncheon for ladies at Oaks
Country Club with Grace
James and Marilyn Liddle as
chairmen will be served at
noon. Bridge with Essie
Caldwell as hostess will be at
9:30a.m.
Candied Apples will be
featured at Empire Farm,
Land Between the Lakes
fronm 9:30a.m. to 2 p.m.
Doralyn Lanier and Peggy
Hunter will be featured on the
program at the United.
Campus Ministry luncheon at
12:30 p.m. at Ordway Hall.
Workshop on diabetes and
nursing care, sponsored by the
Department of Nursing,
Murray State University, will
start at 8:30 a.m. at Mason
Hall. The fee will be $17.50 per
person and for information
call 762-2196.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m.,
Activities at Douglas Center
will include Consbmer
Education Clags from 10 a.m.
to 12 noon, lunch at noon, and
party for persons having
birthdays this.month.
Television personality
Jimmie (J.J. ) Walker will
appear at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University, at 8
p.m. Admission is $1 for
students and $3 for non-
students. . 
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. David Palmer at 1 p.m.
Note change in date.
Piano recital by Dr. Alfred
Kan wischer of Nashville,
Tenn.. will be at 8:15 p.m. at
Recital Hall Annex, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. He will conduct a  
master class from 3:30 to 6
p.m. in the Recital Hall
Annex. Both are open to the'
public at no admission charge.
Thursday, Nov. 15
Zeta Department. of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the Bell
Chair,rifslitapTISt Chuck
Senior Citizens Greenhouse
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Thursday, Nov. 15
Baptist Student Union will
sponsor a hayride _and hobo
dinner with group to meet at
BSU Center at 5 p.m. Cost will
be $1.50 and can of unlabeled
soup.
First Annual Christmas
Bazaar by Women of the
Moose will open from 4 Ao 7
p.m. at the lodge hall. This is
for members and their
families only.
Activities for the Murray
Senior Citizens will be held
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the
Ellis Center. Lunch will be
served at noon.
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have activities at ttie Hazel
Community • Center from 10
'a.m. to 2 p.m. with lunch to be
served at 11:46 a.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi is scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis
Center.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will have its
annual birthday party at 6:45
p.m. at the Holiday Inn with
Dolly McNutt of Paducah as
speaker.
Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 2 p.m. at, the club
house with the Rev. Dr. and




will meet at 6:30 p.m. for an
open. house and at 7 p.m. for
business meeting. A book fair
will also be featured.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
Scheduled to meetat 7:30 p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Thursday, Nov. 15
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mr. ,Danny- Woods at 7
p.m.
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church willmeet at
1:30 p.m. in the church rec-
tory.
Men's Stag Night will be at
Murray Country Club with
Marshall Gordon, Jim Greer,
J. D. Rayburn, and Buddy
Spann in charge of
arrangements. Trophies for
the Men's Medal and Match
Play Golf Tournaments will be
awarded.
Management .Lecture by
William L. Wearly of Inger-
soll-Rand for the annual
Distinguished Lecture in
Management will follow the
buffet dinner at 6:30 p.m. in
Beshear Gym, Murray State
University.
Murray State University
Brass Choir will present a
concert at 8:15 'p.m. in the
recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex.




Department of Speech and
Theatre _will open at Murray
State University Theatre at 8
p.m.
Murray Lions Club Radio
Auction will continue from
6:30 to 11 p.m.
"Fiddler On The Roof" will
be presented by the Murray-
Calloway County Community
Theatre at 8 p.m. at the
Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road.
Wadesboro Homemakers Club To
Hold Meeting At Palmer Home
The Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Nov. 14, at 1 p.m.
at tre-ilTime—OT -Mrs.
Palmer.
All members are urged to
attend and to note Ihe change
in date due to the
Thanksgiving holiday.
The October 17th meeting of
the club was held at the home
of Mrs. Clarence Culver with
Mrs. Wayne Hardie,
president, presiding, and Mrs.
Zeta Department
•To Hear Program
By The Bell Choir
A special "Thanksgiving"
program by the Bell Choir of
the First Baptist Church will
be presented at the meeting of:
the Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Thursday, Nov. 15, at 7:30
p.m. at the clhb house.
Members are asked to note
the change in date for this
month due to the coming ,
holiday, said Rebecca !nail
and Barbara Erwin, depar-
tment co-chairmen.
Hostesses will be Cathryn
Garrott, Charlotte Barker.
Pauline McCoy, Betty Scot,
and Betty Farris.
LONSWAY BON'
Mr. and Mrs. Thom,-
Russell Lonsway, Wingu
Route 1, are the parents of a
baby boy, Daniel Allen, born
on Monday, Nov. 5, at the
Murray-Calloway Count
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Russ Lonsway of Utica.
Mich., and Mr. and Mrs.





'Products... they' re gifts




Max Hurt giving the devotion.
Members have made a
handmade quilt which was
quilled Nov. and 6 arttire-
Kirksey United Methodist
Church.
The lesson on "Small
Electrical Appliances" was




Futrell, Baron Palmer, David
Palmer, Danny Cunningham,
Walter Feulner, Wess Fulton,
Oacus Bedwell, and Clinton
Burchett,members, and Mrs.
Jewel Byrd, visitor.
" Refreshments of cocoanut
and raisin pie, coffee, and tea
were served by Mrs. Culver.
Reception Planned
For Mr., Mrs. Ross
• MR. 'AND MRS. WILLIAM HARMON ROSS, JR., will be
honored with a reception on-Sunday, Nov. 18, at the Com-
mimity Room of the Federal Savings and Loan Building,
Main and Seventh Streets, Murray. All relatives and friends
are invited tp attend the reception between the hours of 2 to 4
p.m.
The couple was married on Saturday, Oct. 13, at 11 a.m. at
the Braeside United Church, Braeside, Ontario, Canada.
Mrs. Ross, Margaret Jane, is the daughter of Mrs. Warren
Campbell of Arnprior, Ontario, Canada. Mr. Ross is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. William Harmon Ross of Murray.
' The new Mrs. Ross; a 1972 graduate of Arnprior High
School, received her B. S. and M. A. degrees in political
science from the University of Toronto.
Mr. Ross, a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High School,
received his B. S. and M. A. degrees in political science from
the University of Kentucky, Lexington.
Attending the wedding from Kentucky were his mother,
Mrs. Harmon Ross; his two sisters, Mrs. Billie R. (Ada Sue)
Roberts, Murray, and Mrs. Darrel (Lorna) Morgan, Benton;
aunts, Mrs. Turney Dovie, Hickman, and Miss Ruth Belew




Dr. & Mrs. White
The Home Department ot
the Murray Woinan's Club ssull
meet Thursday. Nov. 15. at 2
p.m. at the club house.
Presenting the program on
the theme of -The Fanilly"
- will be the Rev. Dr. and Mrs.
Jerrell White, according to
Laura Jennings. program
chairman. Dr. White is pastor
of the Memorial Baptist
Church. Mrs. White has taught
kindgarten for many years
and worked closely with Dr.
White in his work as church
pastor.
Members are asked bring
gifts for the Christmas box to
send to the girls at the Lyn-
nwood Treatment Center to
the November meeting, said
Betty Boston, department
chairman.
An informal breakfast was
held by the department for the
October meeting with, a
special program, "Just Kik,
with Prof. Noah Tall,- -
presented by Mary Gertzen as
the professor and Anna
Stahler, Margaret Taylor,
Ruth Moffett, and Eva Henley
as "kids."
This October program was a
part of the celebration for the
International Year of the











will have its annual birthday
party on Thursday, Nov. 15, at
6:45 p.m. at the Holiday Inn. .
Special guest speaker will
be Dolly McNutt of Paducah.
All members are urged to
attend, according to Jean
Elkins, president of the club.
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shuffling across the Thai fron-
tier by the thousands in search
of food and sanctuary from a
war that may extinguish their
race.
Sanctuary has come too late
for an unknown number of the
300,000 Cambodians already in
Thailand. They are too starved
and too diseased to survive.
Their pitiful condition is mute
testimony to the hunger and
sickness that may kill half of
Cambodia's 4 million people
during the next few months.
At present, international
relief organizations including
the Red Cross and the United
Nations Children's Fund are
managing to get some 4,000
tons of food and medicines into
Cambodia each week.
Observers say that is half what
is needed.
The .primary barrier /o an
adequate international relief
operation is still the unwill-
ingness of the invading Viet-
namese and the government
-they have installed in Phnom
Penh to open Cambodia's
borders.
The airlift to Phnom Perth
and a sealift through the Cam-
bodian port of Kompong Som.'
are not sufficient to feed a coun-
try whose transportation and





It is relatively rare to find a famous
man making an autobiographical
statement that we can be reasonably
certain is not self-serving. One test of a
statement's accuracy and authenticity
is whether it is flattering or damaging
to its author.
Charles Darwin's comments on the
loss of his aesthetic sense, included in
his autobiography written in 1876 but
not published until 1959, seem to pass
this test of truth.
After admitting that, as he got older,
he found- it increasingly difficult to
endure poetry, music or painting.
Darwin added:
My mind seems to have become a
kind of machine for grinding
general laws out of large collec-
tions of facts, but why this should
have caused the atrophy of that
part of the brain...on which the
higher tastes depend. I cannot
conceive...if I had to live my life
again I would have made a rule to
read some poetry and listen to
some music at least once every
week; for perhaps the parts of my
brain now atrophied could thus
have been kept active through use.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of
happiness. and may possibly be
injurious to the intellect, and more
probably to the moral character,
by enfeebling the emotional part of
our nature.
There may be a lesson or two in this
description of Darwin's lament.
Bible Thought
And Moses said unto Cod, Who am
I that I should fp.; unto Pharaoh, and
that I should bring forth the children
of Israel out of Egypt? Exodus 3:11
When we realize that we can do
no good thing in ourselves it becomes
yery easy to look to God for total
leade•ship in our day to day living
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been destroyed by war and four
years of political upheaval.
The only answer is a so-called
land bridge, an around-the-
clock relay of truck convoys
that could distribute supplies to
the countless thousands
gathered along the two main
highways leading from the Thai
border to Phnom Penh.
For reasons of their own,
Vietnamese and Cambodian of-
ficials have rejected this pro-
posal. But it must be proposed
over and over until mounting
international pressure forces
Hanoi's hand.
The force of world opinion is
not without effect even in
Southeast Asia. Many
thousands of Cambodians are
alive today because of the
political pressure brought to
bear on Hanoi.
Unless that pressure is in-
creased dramatically, the
numbers saved will be small





There She Waited, 4,300 Miles
From Home: She And Lord Nelson
When Debbie Lee made a flying trip
to London and back this past summer,
she learned a lot about life.
First, she learned the real meaning of
Murphy's law — the belief that
whatever is to go wrong will go wrong.
Second, she learned there still are a lot
of nice people .out there in the world
despite what you read in the papers,
hear on the radio and see on television.
And, third, she learned that she could
do a pretty fair job of taking care of
herself under some of the most adverse
circumstances.
Debbie, as you know, is a reporter on
The Murray Ledger & Times. The
daughter of Art and Marilyn Lee, 1316
Main, she holds two degrees in jour-
nalism from Murray State and reported
for a year with the Fulton Daily Leader
before coming to The Ledger in August
of 1978.
-4- -4- -I-
In mid-July, Debbie received a call
from Holmes Harbson, a fellow she had
known at Murray State who now is in
charge of research and planning for
Philadelphia's family court system. He
was in a National Guard unit which
soon was to go to England for a week-




By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Copyright, 1971
•-•-• ++ • 4. • 4-44++++++++++,
Not all the young people consumed illicit drinks; in fact, only
a small percentage even dared to taste -moon- for it was more a fault
of older people. World War I had indirectly made possible con-
siderable pocket money for youngsters, only to suddenly vanish with
the nation at peace, germinating in effect an early greed for those
who-have-not to take from those-who-have. As a result, the age-oki
gambling of dice, better known at the time as "shooting craps,-
flourished among younger folks to the extent it became a nefarious
epidemic. Gathering places for four to six players, limited in
participants to prevent undue notice, were in some secluded loca-
tions such as Dr. Mason's carriage house at North 4th and Walnut
streets, hay lofts, sheds, back of the Christian Church, outhouses, arid
home when parents were away. But the one big crap game that
refuses to be forgotten, was the dandy in the basement of old Murray
High School Building on Christmas Eve, 1919, where a banked
furnace fire provided warmth and the concrete floor bounded the
spotted cubes with abandon.
Most of the participants have long left the scene since the
school house burned, besides it would not be graceful for this
narrator to reveal identities for they were life-long boyhood friends.
To get the record straight, however, the writer was a high school
school dropout and was engaged in washing dishes in a Flint, Mich.,
restaurant at the time. Nevertheless, the simple association has
plagued this correspondent for 50 years. (Had the writer been here,
no doubt he would have been one of them.) With the school house
Christmas Eve-game at its hottest pitch, needless to explain Christ-
time Cash was in abundance, one of the lads thoughtlessly tossed a
lifted match in the huge waste paper bin after lighting a cigarette.
Before being noticed, fire swept completely out of control.- Crap-
shooters ran for dear life. That was the end of the old school hoes('
George Ay:mak had built. Grand jury inquiries failed to reveal
the cause of the accidental blaze. It was not an incident of arson.
Cannot resist the opportunity to reveal an amusing incident half
a century later concerning the school fire. Upon the good fortune
to be present at granddaughter Dorisanna Steely's graduation
exercises in 1976 with Prof. Fred Schultz eloquently presenting the
address embracing the theme of "Burning of the School House in
1919." Scarcely had the scholarly gentleman got a speech spark lit
before -Sanna" accusingly grinned under her slightly lifted arm at
the blanched face of grandpa. To add misery to consternation,
four rows back came a "hamimph", distinctly for identification pur-
pose, originated in the gusty throat of Melvin Henley. Two dozen
pairs of puzzled and inquiring eyes focussed in amazement on a
red fare gitstenlitOttroagh'dropc of mgonitft'irpersplrillintilitnWing- •
down a forohead. Hawthorne mulct' never have conceived a more





Force base at Mildenhall.
He suggested that Debbie fly to
London for that week. He would come in
from the base each evening, and they
could go out and see the sights. Great
idfa, she thought, and made plans to.go.
They agreed to communicate initially
with each other through the Travelers'
Aid stations at the two London airports
and at the information office at the
Mildenhall base. If this failed, they
planned to meet at 7 p.m. on a
designated Tuesday before the Lord
Nelson Statue in Trafalgar Sc,uare.
Now, it's going to take more than one
column to tell you what happened from
that time until she was back at her desk
at The Ledger. So, I'm going to get her
to London today. I'll try to get her home
Thursday.
+ + +
Although Debbie and Harbson
discussed their arrangements at length
on the phone several times, their plans
didn't actually jell until a Thursday
before she had to leave the following
day. With no airline reservations
whatsoever, over or back, nor any hotel
reservations in London, she set out —
driving to Nashville and flying to
Washington. There she was met by her
sister, Anne Swafford.
The next night, Saturday, the two of
them took an Amtrak train to New
York, and at 3 a.m. the following day
were at the Queens office of Laker
Airways, a first-come, first-served
tourist airline operating between our
West Coast, New York and London.
She bought the first $159 ticket to
London sold for the Sunday night flight.
That indicates how early she was at the
airline office. The two of them then
went to a hotel to rest before her flight
time, but had to spend four hours in the
lobby before they could get a room
Prior to becoming airborne for
London that night, the first of several
"very nice people" who were to help
her along the way — a young English
businessman — introduced himself to
her in a coffee shop at JFK airport.
He sat next to her during the flight,
carefully explained the English
monetary system to her and suggested
interesting places to eat and visit in
London.
When they landed at Gatwick Air-
port, he immediately arranged hotel
accommodations for her and got a
cabbie to take her there. He also gave
her his phone number to use in any
emergency. "He was just terrific," she
said.
+++
As pre-arranged, she left a message
for Harbson at the information office at
the air base when she arrived around
noon Monday, but for some reason he
never received it. There were no
Travelers' Aid stations at the airports.
After spending the rest of Monday and
Tuesday seeing the sights of London,
she still had heard nothing from him.
At 7 o'clock Tuesday night, she was in
front of the Lord Nelson statue as
arranged, but still no Harbson. For
three hours she waited, during which
time an English bobby kept close watch
over lei She left the statue only long
enougirfor dinner at a steakhouse just
across the street from it.
She and Harbson missed connections.
What she didn't know and didn't learn
until she was back in Murray was that
he had set out from the base that night
in a rented car but had a flat tire. He
reached the statue apparently while she
was in the steakhouse having dinner. "I
could see the statue from the
restaurant," she laughed, "but
somehow I missed seeing him."
+++
With Harbson had come a young
junior member of Parliament, and with
whom he had roomed during boarding
school days in England. Also along, was
the MP's sister. "She was to have been
Holmes' date," Debbie chuckled, "and
I was 6) go °et the young MP. Now,
Copley Nety• 811rViCil
By M. C. Garrott 1;4._
Isn't that a stroke of luck!"
Harbson and the other two waited at
the statue for an hour and a half and
left, apparently just before Debbie,
having finished her dinner, ieturned to
her vigil. At 10 p.m., she gave up, too,
and before she returned to her hotel,
She and the bobby who had befriended
her went to the Sherlock Holmes pub.
As she later learned, Ham boon and the
member of Parliament checked hotel
registers all over the city Wednesday
for her after learning she had made it to
London by checking the flight's
manifest.
"They even had lunch Wednesday at
the Duke of Char rington pub across the
street from my hotel. I was registered
as 'Deborah Lee' at the hotel," she said,
"and they were asking for 'Debbie Lee.'
That's the only way we could figure
them missing finding me at the hotel
where I was staying because it was one
of the ones they checked."
The next night, so the comedy of
errors goes, Harbson again was back at
the statue and even had dinner, alone,
in the same steakhouse where Debbie
had been the previous evening. They
even determined later that the same
waiter had served them.
Debbie, however, thinking perhaps
Harbson's unit, for some reason, had
failed to get to England, didn't go back
to the statue Wednesday night. She
decided to make the most of the rest of
her week in London, met up with a pair
of young vacationing high school
English teachers from Pennsylvania
and joined them in seeing the sights.
Harbson, having concluded that
Debbie must be safe and sound in
London, also gave up, and headed back
to his unit at the Mildenhall base.
They never did get together in
London as planned, but he did mail her
a card to prove he was there. Mailed
August 2, she received it September 10.
+ 4- 4-
Like I said, Thursday I'll get her
home. You wouldn't believe some of the
things that happened to this little girl
reporter from a small town in far West
Kentucky in the heart of the British
Empire and as she made her way
homeward.




Or. William G. Read, chairman of the
physics department of Murray State
University, has been named as vice
president for academic affairs and
dean of the faculties of the university to
succeed Dr. William G. Nash-who will
retire July 1, 1970.
Deaths reported include Dees
Brandon, 78, J. W. Ashlock, 1., and W.
Howell Hopson, 71.
The Rev. and Mrs. Ceoil Kirk, for-
merly of Murray, have been appointed
by the United Methodist Board of
Missions to serve as missionaries in the
fields of campus ministry and
education in Malaysia.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Carter
celebrated their golden wedding an-
niversary with an open house at their
home on Nov. 9.
William Call, Doyen Jennings, and
Jan K. Buxton have been elected of-
ficers of the Murray State University
Amateur Radio Club at the meeting
held at the Ham Shack.
"Daddy's Gone A-Hunting" starring
Carol White and Paul Burke is showing
at the Capri Theatre.
20 Years Ago
Strategic Air Command B-47 and B-52
jet bombers will begin flying low-level
missions over Murray and Calloway
County within the next few weeks,
according to Gm. Thomas S. Power,
SAC Commander-In-Chief, announced.
The 1959 Census of Agriculture, now
underway in Calloway'. County, will
bring up to date farm statistics last
collected in 1954.
Mrs. W. C. Cruse, Jr., State Women's
Director of Civil Defense, Louisville,
spoke last night at the meeting of the
Murray High School Parent-Teacher
Association. Special music was by the
Chorus of the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, Mrs. Howard
Olila, director.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Fredrick Strope.
Wrestling featuring Irish Mike
Clancy vs. Sonny Fargo and Cora
Combs vs. Shirley Aitken will be held
tonight at Douglas High School.
Oranges are listed at two dozen for 45
cents in the ad for Parker's Food
Market this week.
30 Years Ago
A "Foresty Progress Celebration"
will be held in Murray on Dec. 5. This
celebration will be held to observe the
planting of the two millionth tree in
Calloway County which will be the two-
hundredth millionth tree planted in the
Tennessee Valley.
Deaths reported include L. L. Farley,
71.
"American Legion did a fine job with
the Armistice Day program. The
parade was executed well and the
whole program went off without a
hitch," from the column, "Seen de
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Murray High School Tigers lost to
Butler High of Princeton by the score of
12 to 6 in a football game. Glin Jeffrey
went over for the touchdown for
Murray.
In high school basketball games New
Concord beat Hazel and Hardin beat
Almo. High scorers were Steele for New
Concord, Lamb for Hazel, Larry
Gardner for Hardin, and Joe Miller for
Almo.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Randolph Scott in "The Doolins of
Oklahoma."
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
Can It Save Gas?
The higher the price of gasoline, the
more we see advertisements for
gadgets which will supposedly save,
gasoline. At last count, there were
approximately 100 gas-saving devices
being marketed around the nation.
Consumers should be extremely
careful about buying such a device.
The Environmental Protection
Agency, which tests gas-saving
devices, said not one of the devices
tested by the government so far has
shown that it can actually save gas.
In fact, some of the devices can ac-
tually harm your car! For instance, if
the devices add air to the fuel mixture
as some claim, they may cause an
engine to misfire.
Companies selling the so-called gas-
saving devices make many claims in
their advertisements. However, the
claims are often testimoniaLs which
have no specific basis.
Consumers should be very skeptical
of any claims based on testimonials.
Even assuming the person giving the
testimonial honestly believes that he or
she obtained good results, the fact is
consumers are not in a position to ac-
curately measure a change in gas
mileage based. on the use of these
devices
There are many things which
determine the gas mileage a consumer
e(s, including how well the car is
tuned, how fast you start and stop, road
conditions and even the temperature.
The Federal Trade Commission has
found it necessary to curb the practices
of 16 sellers of several of these devices.
These devices include the air-jet (also
known as the mini-turbo charge ) the
G.R. valve (also known as the turbo-
dyne energy chamber) and an additive
known as Mota-Nu.
If you have already purchased a gas-
saving device and you believe it doesn't
work as the sellers claimed it would,
contact the company that produces the
device. Most companies offer money-
back refunds.
However, if the company does not
respond to your satisfaction, you should
contact the Consumer Protection
Division or a local consumer group.
Consumers should be cautious about
investing in any unproven energy-
saving device. Although you may be
Interested in saving money on your
energy bill, you should also be in-
terested in not wasting your money on a
worthless device.
If you have any questions or com-
plaints concerning energy-saving
devices, or any other consumer
probiwn, -write the- Offire of the
Attorney General, Consumer
Protection Division, Frankfort, Ky.
40601 or call the tgll-free consumer..
hotline number at 1-800-372-2960.








































































































Save Cost of Energy
Heat Loss
l-nergy gets More im-
portant all the tulle -there
are few items In the lii ilne
il tilt a better reputation for
sating energy than the storm
is illtiMk
Not to be ci infused with
thermal or replacement Win-
dows 'which are more es-
pensive i. V.,Inchi,Ws are
Used on the inside or out-
side 4 sour present is muith iss.
the one% for Outside Use are
usually Made of glass. the
ones for the inside are of
karious kinds ol plastic. Is
road or Ile slide.
!SI. 'tin SS Md., is sate en-
ergy I's pre% cluing heat loss
in cold weather and the iivs%
14e1"(-4ed air in suninr the
inside shir iii D. indows. prop-
-erly installed sliwall% elim-
inate .1Ir 11111111.0 ion. a 111.1110r
sour heal Ii iss.
lark in older ht 'Use', In ad-
diti, in. the addititinal panes
of plastic reduce heat loss
thnitigh the 1,rional single
window glass in cold weath-
er Plas11.: I% a poi 'ref Ciin-
dut-ti of heat or cold. It
thereh're is a better insulattir
than glass
In recent years this de-
selOpment of the inside shirin
%intl..% has resulted in Malt .1-
5.0. Ines for househi4ders.
According to one leading
manulatt Urer nrodeplasuc
st. mdows. Plaskolite. Inc. of
t'‘,Iumbus. ( its pi Asible
to reduce heat hiss through
infiltration bv up to 93 per-
cent II!. using its Weathenter
iii Ws flexible plastic window
sealing kits An iudependent
testing laborator% is the
source these results. RS
tests also showed that Plasko-
lite 's more durable rigid clear
plastic inside storm window.
The In-Sider. guts heat loss
bv up to hh percent.
1 he adsantages .4 an iii
uen it storm window over the
usual. outside triple-track are
seseral. The% usually cost
less and tests show that they
are also more efficient in
stopping air infiltration. In
fact. according to a recent
sum:\ .of users of 1 he in-
Skier. more than 60 percent
put them on windows already
has mg an outside storm
window. Independent tests
show that this makes your
window insulation 25 percent
more effective.
Plaskolite's Weatherizer
window sealing kit uses a
semi-rigid sheet of DuPont
- lar . It comes in a roll and
being made of the same ma-
terial used for x-ray film. it
is nearly optically perfect.
Installing it is simplicity it -
_self The only tools needed
. are Ncissors and _a straight
edge. 14 eatheriier can be
easily remoied and stored




window conies with its own
adhesive-backed sinyl mold-
ings. This plastic sheet can
be easily cut to site to fit
into this molding. It turn.
is readily fastened to the
window casing tr. its adhesise
backing Ft ir storing The In-
Sider. you merely snap open
the molding and. remove it.
it goes back just asquickly.
Besides their use for house
.1 he In and
NA•einheriter are perfect fur
mobile homes. ritobiri/Vd
homes and similar %chides.
A special version of these
sersatile products is made
for v:reened porches and en-
closed patios. .
All Plaskillite priiducts are
a4 I. kal home centers,
hardware stores, building
material retailers and retail
chains. For further inftirma-
lion, get in touch with
Plaskolite. Inc.. I770 Joyce










































THIS ENGLISH TUDOR ST-YLE HOUSE features a spacious sunken living room, two
steps down from the central foyer and separated from the more active living areas. To the
left of the foyer is a formal dining room. A stair leads from the foyer to the -second floor
which has three bedrooms. Plan 11A I 125H has 1,153-square-feet on the first floor and 837
on the sei:ond. For more information write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—to Homes for Living. 107-40 Queens Blvd.. Forest Hills. N.Y. 11375.
A SUSPENDED CEILING
CONSERVES ENERGY
Save on fuel costs beauti-
fully by installing heaury-plus
USG' Suspended Ceiling
Panels in your home. These
elegant Fonds simply lay into
a standard metal grid that
you can install yourself. To
add effective sound control,
you can choose QUIETONEs
Acoustical Panels with sound
absorption values up to 65
per cent.
Every room can be made
into a showplace. USG Sus-
pended Ceilings can conceal
unsightly old ceiling, hide
overhead piping and duct-
work, and cover joists in
basement, attic, room addi-
tions. The panels stay light,
bright and cheerful — can
be quickly vacuum cleaned
or renewed With damp cloth
or v.allpaper cleaner.
Easy to install, no fitting
around edges, matching.
shimming or wedging is re-
quired. No special tools are
necessary — the panels go
up quickly with minimal ef-
fort. A wide variety of pat-
terns and textured is avail-
able.
For further information,
contact United States Gyp-
sum Company, Dept. 160.





Public Service announcement Space
Provided By Murra) Ledger &
hales
Kitchen Remodeling Requires
A Competently Executed Plan
..itchen remodeling isn't
easy. But if it's carefully
planned and competently ex-
ecuted. kt can make the
difference between a house,
and a home.
The National Kitchen Cabi-
net Association says that
depending on the size and
complexity of the job, tearing
out the old kitchen and install-
ing the new one can take a
week or more. So plan the
project accordingly.
During remodeling set up a
snacking area with small
appliances M another part of
the house Eat out, or order
"take out" meals. If you eat
in, plan meals that are simple
and easy to prepare.











of the temporary inconveni-
ences they will endure during
remodeling will find it easier
to adjust to the difficulties.
Everyone wants their new
kitchen to 400k attractive, but
if it isn't efficient as well, ad-
vises NKCA, the homemaker
won't be happy with it. Plan-
ning should take into con-
sideration the homemaker's
work habits and the family's
eating habits and lifestyle. It
should include detailed lists of
what's wrong with the present
kitchen and what features are
needed in the new kitchen.
Space to put things in is just
as important as space, to put
things on. Planning for lots of
countertop space should in-
clude plans for lots of cabinets
for storage.
Since cabinets represent an
important feature in good
kitchen design, they should be
chosen carefully. NKCA says
they should be durable and
easy to clean as well as look
good.
Cabinets that display the
NKCA certification seal have
to meet the rugged construc-
tion and performance stan-
dards of the - American Na-
tional Standards Institute
(ANSI). To qualify, cabinets
must pass tough laboratory
tests on cabinet structure and
cabinet finish.
The structural tests meas-
ure such things as the cabi-
net's ability to withstand
above average weight on
shelves and in drawers; the




Rely On Experts. Us!
Murray Remodeling
- 753-5167
objects dropped on shelves or
in drawers and hard pulls on
doors of wall-hung cabinets.
Other tests measure the
resistance of cabinet finishes
to such ordinary kitchen cir-
cuinstances as heat and
humidity and such potentially
abrasive substances as
grease, water and detergent,
-alcohol, lemon juice, catsup
and mustard.
The NKCA seal, which can
be displayed only on certified
kitchen cabinets and bath
vanities., is a small, circular,
blue and white emblem that is
usually found on the inside of
a cabinet door or drawer. It is
the consumer's assurance
that the cabinets which dis-
play the seal are designed to
last for years despite hard
everyday use in the kitchen.
Additional information on
kitchen remodeling and cabi-
net selection is in "Kitchen &
Bath Planning," a I6-page
color booklet which can be ob-
tained for 35 cents from the
National Kitchen Cabinet
Association, Box- 2978, Grand





Home Energy Audit Newest
Arsenal Against High Bills
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
If you can tell how hard the
wind is blowing before you
step out of your own front
door, you are a ,prime can-
didate for one of the newest
tools in the arsenal against
costly fuel bills. It's a home
energy audit.
The phrase is up-to-date
terminology for a thorough
inspection by qualified in-
dividuals of the efficiency of
your tome in terms of its use
of energy.
A qualified professional who
checks the heating system, the
amount and condition of in-
sulation in floors, walls and
ceiling, the condition of
windows and doors and the
location and setting of the
thermostat will, probably be
able to spot potential trouble
spots and methods of saving
energy.
TVA offers free home
energy audits to customers of
local power systems.
Interested consumers my
obtain more information by‘,
contacting the Murray







energy inspections for the
nominal sum of $10. The
companies -follow up with a
written report estimating the
cost and probable -savings to







mushrooming in the United
States. .Americans have
doubled consumption of the
low-calorie, nutritious fungus
in the past 10 years.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture reports that
mushroom production
reached a record 452 million
pounds this year, up 13 per-
cent from last year and 30
percent more than in 1977.
Pennsylvania is the leading
producer, a three-county area
raising 214 million pounds in
what is labeled "the
mushroom capital of the
nation." This is 47 percent of a
U.S. crop valued at $360
niillion.
California is the second
Largest - producer and
Michigan third. In the east,
New York, Delaware,
Maryland and New Jersey
follow Pennsylvania.
Growers this year harvested
from 147 million square feet of
space in cavves, quarries and
neat, concrete-block
buildings, up 9 percent from
last season.
Aron Kinrus, agronomist for
the American Mushroom
Institute at Kennett Square.
Pa., an industry research and
promotion organization, says .
"of the niany species of edible
fungi identified by botanists,
only one, Agaricus bisporus.
has been developed as a
REFINISH WITH FINESSE
When refinishing furniture,
It's easier to get perfect
results if the surface is
horizontal. When possible,
keep turning the furniture as
you work. Always -let the
cOating dry before turning the
piece, of course.
sg,
The ability of kitchen cabinets to withstand hard use
is just as iinportant as good looks. Cabinets that
display the certification seal of the Nationaliii
Cabinet Association are designed to last for years.
en





vironment, a continuous, even
temperature and humidity
and, in certain growing
stages, fresh air. They need
attention seven days a week.
Thus, mushrooms can be
grown year-round in any
climate, if the above con-
ditions for their growth can be
maintained.
"In sonic abandoned mines,
tunnels, quarries and' deep
caves, this is possible without
artificial heat in winter or air
conditioning in summer. If
they are grown above ground,




production unit is a cave in
Butler, Pa., Kinrus states,
with a maze of tunnels, which
if laid end to end would stretch
nearly 120 miles, from Ken-
nett-Square to New York City.
The reason few people raise
mushrooms in their homes is
the exacting conditions
required. You can generally
buy them cheaper..
While many plants make
their own food, mushroorks
cannot do this because of the
absence of chlorophyll. They
depend on organic matter for
nutrition.
The mushroom does not
reproduce by seeds, but by
dustlike spores that when
mixed with supporting
material may be bought as
"spawn."
"You can get an idea of the
size of the spores," says
Kinrus, "when you know that
one niushroom, permitted to
mature, will produce 16 billion
spores. However, it is
estimated that in nature only
one, out of a billion grows.
Given a favorable en-
vironment, the spores produce





is done in laboratorje's under
conditions "as sterile. as a
hospital operating room." The
spores are collected and
placed in a nutritive sub-
stance, such as potato-
dextrose yeast agar, for
germination.
Kinrus estimates that to
obtain profitable yields
growers- must have adequate
facilities, a thorough
knowledge of cultivation and a
skill requiring long ex-
perience.
According to Kinrus, the
mininiuni size of a
mushroomgrowing establish-
ment required to make a
livelihood is 20,000 square feet
of harvesting area.
The cost of building and
equipping such a plant is
$50,000 to $70,000. Additional
working capital of $10,000
would be needed to pay for the
ccmpost, spawn and other
expenses.
About 250 mushroom farms,
mostly multi-unit (more than
one growing room I are
sprinkled through the rolling
countryside of Pennsylvania's
Chester-Lan('aster-Berks
Counties, an 80-mile area.
There are about 600 com-
mercial growers in the U.S..
some with many farms.
Kiikrus estimates.
For Earl Aronson's
"Associated Press Guide to
House Plants," send $1 to
House Plants, AP
Newsfeatures, 58 Rockefeller










Utility companies are not
the only ones in the business.
A growing number of private
firms also makes audits for
varying fees. In some cases
the estimates are free. The
companies which do not
charge for the survey,
however, usually earn their
money by doing the repairs
they recommend. Consumers
can protect themselves from
possible conflicts of interest in
such situations by obtaining a
second audit as a comparison.
According to Mark Bruce,
an energy specialist in a New
York suburb, homes built less
than 10 years ago probably do
not require an energy audit.
Owners of older, drafty homes
can profit by having an expert
in to evaluate their heating
and insulation.
"People should realize,
however, that energy surveys
are exercises in statistics. It's
very difficult to predict exact
savings and I'd be suspicious
if someone made extravagant
claims for specific savings,"
said Bruce.
Before hiring someone, he
suggests, consumers should
ask for references and make
sure to check those referen-
ces.
"If in doubt, get - another
estimate," he said.
Among typical problems in
homes is the absence of in-
sulation where the frame of
the house meets the foun-
dation. A • homeowner- can
correct this by blocking off the
drafts with fiberglass blanket
insulation. Cracks and chinks.
on the outside of the house
should be caulked as well,
Leaving the fireplace
chimney flue open is a sure
way to raise. heat bills. The
heat produced by the heating
system goes right up the
chimney. Fires built in
fireplaces, it has been shown,
take more warm air out of
circulation than they bring in
by drawing the heated air out
of the room to feed the fire.
To convert a fireplace to a
heating Sint, it's necessary to
capture and recirculate the
heat. Glass doors help. Sd do a




ceilings are energy wasters,
too. The heat rises to the top of
the room where it doesn't do
anybody any good. A partial
- solution is to install a fan to
provide a dovmdraft to cir-
culate the heat downward.
Although new energy-
conservation products are
coming on the market at the
rate of at least five or six a
week, the best way to start
saving energy is by changing
personal habits.
Lowering the thermostat ari
average of 1 degree produces
a saving of about 3 percent Oh
the utility- bill. Switching to
fluorescent lighting could save
25 percent of the electric-
lighting bill. Installing
thermostat-setback devices,
and devices which turn off the
hot-waterheater at night also
produce savings.
Besides welcome reductions
in energy bills, homeowners
improving household energy
efficiency between now and
1986 may gain some tax
benefits.
A 15 percent tax credit on a
maximum expenditure of
$2,000 may bbe allowed by the
Internal Revenue. Service for
a large variety of energy
'improvements such as in-
sulation, adding storm or
thermal windows, weather-
stripping or installation of a
variety of heat-saving
devices.





Q. — The wall plaster of one
of our rooms has a number of
cracks in it. I have been told
that I can avoid patching them
if fuse a textured paint. Is this
true? Also, what can you tell
me about the kind of paint?
A. — Textured paints will
cover small cracks in plaster,
but large cracks or other de-
fects should be patched first no
matter what kind of paint is
used. So-called sand or other
texture paints create inter-
esting walls, since you can
make almost any kind of finish
you want, depending on what
the paint is applied with and
how it is done. In fact, it's a
good idea to do some testing on
some scrap material. Consider
the use of texture brushes, roll-
ers, sponges, bristle brushes
and almost inything else you
can think of that will produce
interesting designs. When you
have the effect you want, re-
peat the process on the walls to
be finished.
Q. — I soon will, install in-
sulation blankets in the ceiling
of our garage so cold air won't
go upstairs. I know I have to
put the vapor barrier facing up-
stairs. Do I put jhem between
the floor joists or over them
and how do I estimate how
much I need?
A. — Put the blankets ( or •
batts) between the joists. To
know how much insulation you
will need, multiply the length of
the area to be covered by the
width. If the joists are 16
inches apart, multiply by .90. If
they are 24 inches apart, multi-
ply by .94. The answer is the
number of square, feet of in-
sulation you will 446ed.
Q. — Why is insdlation given
an R number? Ppes it show
how thick the insullition is?
A. — R numbers -stand for re-
sistance to heat *loss -during
cold weather and heat gain dur-
ing warm weather: One brand
of insulation might be slightly
thinner or thicker than another
with-the same R number, but
they will resist beat flow equal-
ly well. Generally, R-22 and R-
19 mineral-wooldsatts will be
between 5 and 7-inches thick;
R13 blankets 3k2 to 3%ths
inches; R-11, 3 to 4 inches.
(Where and how to insulate
are included in Andy Limg's
booklet, "Sive Money by In-
sulating," available by sending
3 5 cents and a long,
STAMPED, self-addressed en-
velope to Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, N.Y. 11743.
Questions of general interest





Energy Saving Ideas For
The Construction or
Remodeling Of A Home
Learn About: Active and Passive Solar
Heating Systems, Site Selection and
placement of a home, applicable building
codes, heating and air conditioning systems,
heat pumps, wood burning stoves, marketing
potential of energy efficient homes, mortgage
attitudes, and tax credits.
Free package of energy saving information
will be available for each person attending.
Who should attend: Homeowners, realtors,
building contractors, loan officers, any in-
terested persons.





Conducted by Murray State University and
sponsored by the Kentucky Department of
Energy Water theitentucky- Energy- ca:rt;
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Racers Move To No.,
3 In Latest Division
I-AA Poll; EKU 4th
Murray State moved to No.3
in the latest Division 1-AA
football poll and, in the pro-
cess. enhanced its chances of
a post-season playoff berth.
The Racers, who have only a
Saturday date with Western
Kentucky remaining, still trail
No. 1 Grambling for the South
Region berth chase.
But at present. Murray, 9-1-
1 and riding an eight-game
winning streak, is the best bet
for the at-large spot. Eastern
Kentucky whipped Jackson
State last weekend, which
knocked it from a No. 2 rang-
ing to No. 5.
Boston University is ranked
second. followed by Murray,
Eastern Kentucky and
Jackson. A victory for the
Racers Saturday will give
them the outright title. Should
they lose and Eastern win, the
two will tie for conference
championship.
But a Murray loss would vir-
tually eliminate any hopes it


























Are Top OVC Players
NASHVILLE. Tenn. —
Eastern Kentucky noseguard
Joe Richard and Western Ken-
tucky fullback Elmer
Caldwell have been selected
players of the week by the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Richard was cited , for his
play in Eastern Kentucky's 27-
21 win over -second-ranked
Jackson State while Caldwell
was honored for his part in
Western Kentucky's 24-10 win
at Northern Iowa.
Richard. a senior, helped
contain Division I-AA's top
running attack with 16 tackles
and five assists. Although
Jackson State was able to
move the ball on the ground,
Richard and his defensive
teammates prevented any
long gains.
It is the third time this
season that Richard, from
Lexington, Ky., has won the
league's defensive honor. ,
- Caldwell, who didn't get into
the contest until the second
half, carried the ball 18 times
for 153 yards, including a 58-
yatd touchdown ri.n.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Mina Todd will be a senior on this season's Calloway Counts girls basketball team, and
coach David Elliott calls her one of the premier players in the state.
Eagles Snap Five-Year String
Against Dallas With 31-21 Win
By TOM DECO LA
Associated Press Writer
IRVING, Texas — Looking at Tony
Franklin, you wouldn't think he and his
Philadelphia Eagle teammates had just
beaten Dallas for the first time since
1974.
And you sure wouldn't think Franklin
had booted a monster field goal of 59
yards, second longest in National
Football League history, on the way to
the 31-21 victory.
His head hanging amid the hand-
slapping, shouting jubilation of the
locker room, Franklin said: "Poor.
That's all I can say. I made one I wasn't
supposed to and missed two that I
was."
While Franklin was being sullen,
Philadelphia Coach Dick Vermeil was
enjoying his first victory over Cowboy
Coach Tom Landry and the game ball
his players awarded him.
"This (the game ball ) is the most
meaningful thing that ever happened to
me, " Vermeil said. "You see, this
didn't just happen overnight."
Holding court from a perch on top of
an equipment box, Vermeil said his
team "realistically is going for a wild-
card spot."
The Eagles and the Washington
Redskins trail Dallas in the National
Football Conference Eastern Division
by one game with 7-4 records.
Vermeil said Franklin's towering 59-
yarder was the product of a committee.
"Tony told me he could make it, so I
told him okay, so go do it."
Stunned by a Dallas touchdown in the
opening 61 seconds, the Eagles didn't
play favorites in coming back to win.
Dallas stunned the Eagles, using just
three plays to get on the scoreboard
with the payoff coming on a 48-yard
Roger Staubach pass to Tony Hill.
Philadelphia quarterback Ron
Jaworski evened things up after Tony
Dorsett fumbled the ball away to the
Eagles.
Jaworski spotted giant tight end
Harold Carmichael in the end zone for a
32-yard touchdown that tied the score.
A few plays before, Carmichael had
gathered in a third-down pass to mark
the 107th straight game in which he has
caught a pass, extending his own
record.
"I was happy about breaking the
record," Carmichael said. "I guess it
will end when I quit football."
The Jaworski-Carmichael com-
bination was a familiar one to Eagle
watchers, but it wasn't the only game ir
town. Jaworski departed late in the
second period with a wrist sprain but
was to return in the second half.
In the meantime, backup John
Walton managed to stretch the
Philadelphia lead with a 29-yard touch-
down pass to Charlie Smith, who
recorded his first TD reception of the
year.
Franklin's club record 59-yarder
followed to make the score 17-7 at
halftime.
The Cowboys closed the gap as
Staubach again hooked up with Hill.
this time for a 75-yard touchdown.
Fighting the clock as well as the
Eagles, Staubach managed to strike for
another score on a 5-yard pass to Billy
Joe Dupree that brought the Cowboys to
within three points at 24-21.
Giants' Perkins Isn't Satisfied
With Team, But Is With Simms
By GARY MYERS
AP Sports Writer
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — After viewing the films,
New York Giants Coach Ray Perkins conceded his team
didn't play as well as he thought in its 24-3 victory over the
Atlanta Falcons.
"Offensively, we sputtered quite a bit. One of the best
things is we did kept plugging and we stuck with our game
plan. And it paid off. We also left the ball on the ground too
much," Perkins said Monday, referring to the Giants four
fumbles. - •
The Giants coach was most impressed with the play of
rookie quarterback Phil Simms, who handled the Atlanta
blitz like a veteran.
"A blitzing team is a problem when you think it's a pro-
blem. If you areprepared for it and know it exists, then it's
not a problem." he said.
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Atlanta blitzed almost 75 percent of the time, but Simms
never got flustered.
For a rookie, he's incredible,- Perkins said in the wake of
the Giants fifth victory since Sinuns became a starter six
games ago.
"I hate to say it. but he's not a rookie anymore, even
though he still is," the Giants' first-year coach added. "I'd
call him a veteran rookie, I said the same thing about John
Jefferson last year in San Diego.
"He recognizes things and-does the right thing with the
ball. He learns well and fast from his mistakes and he's not
throwing the ball in a crowd."
Perkins, of course, took a lot of heat when he made the little
known Morehead State quarterback his first draft choice in
May. Derisive cries of "Phil Who?" started from frustrated
Giants fans who would have preferred to see Ottis Anderson,
Charles Alexander or Kellen Winslow wearing a New York
uniform this season.
That was last May.
The 24-year-old Simms has now made believers of just
about everyone. He currently ranks third in the National
Football Conference in passing, completing 47.8 percent of
his tosses with nine touchdowns.
Simms missed on 15 of his first 18 passes but regrouped to
_connect on 11 of his last 14. That included a streak of nine in a
row and a 35-yard touchdown pass to tight end Gary- Shirk,
the only other active NFL player from Morehead State.
"lie's not as much of a rookie as people think. He's not sur-
prising me," Perkins said. "Phil has a lot to learn and he
knows that. But with Phil. I wouldn't mind throwing from the
Perhaps the most important thing about Simms is the ef-
fect he's 
-"-l'atiirtiziffeef
played like he's been a pro five or six years," said. safety
Beasley Reece. "This is what never ceases to amaze me. His I
had on the rest of the Giants. He brought spark to a
-  liftellftellettrineintirthrtidenp7Phli  
Pressure Cooker?
As Lakers Ready For Season,
First-Year Coach Says He's
Placing The Heat On Himself
By TONY WILSON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
He hardly feels like he's standing in a lion's
den, but David Elliott does adpiit that he will
be stalked by a certain amount of pressure
when his Calloway County High girls basket-
ball team opens its season Thursday night:
Entering his first season as Laker coach,
Elliott, 27, is used to change. He has coached
at two other schools, the latest stop last
season at Webster County High School.
But this change will be accompanied by
pressure, primarily because the Lakers won
21 of 24 games last season and captured the
schools' first-ever First Region title.
"I've put pressure on myself, but people
haven't really put any pressure on me,"
Elliott said Aiks morning. "No one expects me ,
to win x number of games."
When Calloway takes the floor to face
Henry County in the final first-round game of
its own invitational tournament, gone will be
starters Rose Ross, Dawn Redden, Stephanie
Wyatt and Mimi Winchester. With them went
a curnrnulative total of 28 points and 13 re-
bounds a game.
But back will be Mina Todd, an all-Jackson
Purchase and all-state selection as a junior.
* The 5-10 forward averaged 20.5 points and 12
rebounds a game, and Elliott is well-aware of
her worth.
"I think she will be one of the premier, if not
THE, premier player in the state," he said. "I
know she is the best on Offense. And she's
worked hard to improve other areas, like her
defense."
Also back is Melissa Miller and Kim Willie,
a pair of seniors who stand.5-10 each. Miller,
who averaged six rebounds an outing last
year, is "the quickest player on the team,"
Elliott says.
. He feels that trio, consisting of proven
players, will be the Lakers' biggest asset.
"I'm not at all worriea about our inside game.
We should have as much height as just about
anyone and good rebounding."
The biggest for Calloway in the early going
could be getting the ball to them.
Likely starters at guard will be senior Pen-
ny Overbey and sophomore Rachael Lamb.
The 5-6 Overbey was a spot starter and saw
considerable action last season, averaging
two points a game. But the 5-9 Lamb has
never played high school basketball.
Elliott admits the guard spots are a ques-
tion mark, but only for the early portion of the
season.
"I know that we'll besotuid there later on.,
Our biggest problem will be surviving while
our guards get the experience they have to
have."
The Lakers' invitational tournament is be-
ing staged for the first timegat the beginning
of the season rather than during the holiday's.
Calloway is the defending champion.
"We're not really ready' to start the season,
but we'll be as ready as anyone else," said
Elliott. "I Allow the girls are excited about the
season. • '
The Lakers have four seniors on their
roster, all starters. Elhott expects plenty of
backcourt help from his only juniors, 5-7 Jena
Hoke an 5-4 Angie Futrell.
_See LAKERS, page 7
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Top Players Don't Intentionally
Dodge One Another, Says Borg
By WILL GREMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YOR - Tennis' heavyweights
aren't playing a cat-and-mouse game
as do their boxing counterparts, insists
Bjorn Borg - they're just grubbing for
the sport's mother lode.
"I don't purposely duck John
McEnroe, Jimmy Connors or anybody
else, and I am sure they don't dodge
me," said the Golden Swede, the
world's recognized No.1 player. "It's
just the way ow- schedules fall."
The 73-year-old Borg was in New
York briefly Monday to accept another
trophy and a $10,000 check as the men's
tennis winner in the Seven Crowns of
Sports competition. It marks the third
time he has won it.
The competition is sponsored by
Seagrarns.
Borg is in good company. Among
others honored are Torn Watson in golf,
Fred Lynn in baseball, Walter Payton
in pro football and Guy Lafleur in
hockey.
Borg, en route from a Pacific tour to
his home in Monte Carlo, paused long
enough to answer those critics who
contend that men's tennis suffers
because the star performers - prin-
cipally the "Big Three" of Borg,
McEnroe and Connors - rarely meet,
except in major championships.
As a case in point, while Borg was
heading for the Mediterranean, Con-
nors was winding up a tournament in
Hong Kong and McEnroe was beating
fellow American Gene Mayer in
Stockholm.
If there were fewer tournaments,
we would face each other more often,"
the young Swede explained. "But with
promoters willing to put up so much
money, and as long as they insist on
name players, you.naturally are going
to see the top players split up.
"It's more practical for the sponsors.
It's financially better for the players.
But we don't work it out among our-
selves. Individually, we just make out
our schedules and let them happen."
The next confrontation of the king
and his chief challengers probably will
be in the Grand Prix Masters at
Madison Souare Garden in January,
Then there will be We early summer
WCT Final in Dallas, followed by
Wimbledon and the U.S. Open. It's a
mad circle.
"There may be a few other tour-
naments where two of us meet, or
maybe all three," Bjorn said.
Borg has a 3-2 lead this year over the
20-year-old McEnroe (they are 3-3 for
their careers), and 4-0 over Connors,
having given Jimmy a straight-set
lacing recently in Tokyo.
The blond Viking acknowledges that
the fiercely competitive and maturely
poised McEnroe poses the greatest
current threat to his No.1 ranking, but
he disdains, comparisons.
Borg said his top priority for 1980 is to
win the U.S. Open, a title that has
escaped him although he has won four
straight Wimbledons.
A Swedish paper reported that Borg
already had earned $13 million from his
tennis and outside activities and would
add $30 million if he stayed healthy.
"I wish it were so - why didn't they
say $103 million?" he said.
Amid Business As Usual, Some
'New Happenings Alive In NBA
By ALEX SACRA/O.:
AP Sports Writer
The season is a month old
and the first coach has been
fired, so it's time to check up.
on happenings -- strange and
not-so-strange -- around the
National Basketball
Association.
In many cases it's bioines.s
as usual: Bill Fitch is
cracking jokes; Kevin
Loughery is yelling at
referees, George Gervin and
Lloyd Free are pouring in
points, Moses Malone is
sweeping the boards and Bill
Walton is on the injured list.
But there have been some
surprises: Nate Archibald has
shaken off years of injury and
rust and is leading the league
in assists- for Boston. Houston
and Denver have gotten off to
dismal starts, the Milwaukee
Bucks have won nearly as
many games as the other four
teams in the weak Midwest
Division combined and the
playoff finalists of the last two
years, - Seattle and
Washington, have a combined
record of just 13-13.
Last week's firing of Detroit
Coach Dick Vitale was the
second major change of ad-




irrepressible center, that he
had switched his home planet
from Lovetron to Chocolate
Paradise.
Speaking of moves, how
about John Y. Brown? He
made one of the more in-
triguing transitions of recent
times. A year ago he was the
bachelor owner of the Boston
Celtics, a losing basketball
team; now he's the governor-
elect of the sovereign state of
Kentucky and. the husband of
one-time Miss America
Phyllis George.




Tickets for Monday's Mur-
ray State football banquet will
be available in the Racer foot-
ball office until Thursday.
The tickets, priced at $6
each, may be obtained by call-
ing 762-6181
The 6:30 p.m. banquet will
feature guest speaker Jim
Delaney, the Ohio Valley Con-
ference commissioner, and
trophy presentations to team
members.









soaring on the wings of their
high-flying young Bird -
Larry, the hick from French
Lick. The impact of the
Indiana State All-American on
the Boston franchise has been
even greater than expected,
both on and off the court.
Boston's. 10-3 record is the
. third-best in the NBA:quite a
turn-around from last year's
2-11 start. And the big reason
has been Bird, who has put a
smile back en the face of
Fitch, the new coach of the
Celtics who went through
some hard times in Cleveland.
Bird also has put people
back in the seats at Boston
Garden. The old North Station
arena with the parquet floor
has been filled to the rafters
for four of the Celtics' five
home games so far this
season, the lone exception
beidg a game that was played
on the same night as the
seventh game of the World
Series.
The NBA's other rookie
sleight of hand artist, Earvin
"Magic" Johnson of Los
Angeles, is having a similar
impact, though not quits as
dramatic.
The Lakers, a perennial title
contender, are off to a fine 11-4
start, with Johnson, the for-
mer Michigan State star,
averaging 20.3 points and 7.4
assists per game.
It's too early to tell whether
those two freshmen will have
the overall effect the NBA is
hoping for, namely the revival
of pro basketball following a
couple of stagnant seasons.
Hassett's 3-Pointer Gives
Leonard His 500th Victory
By the Associated Press
SALT LAKE CITY - Coach Bob Leonard
said Indiana didn't deserve to win, but thanks
to a three-point play Leonard had the 500th
victory of his career, all with the Pacers.
A three-pointer by Pacer Joe Hassett tied
the score at 99 and forced the game into over-
time as Indiana beat Utah 113-105 in the only
National Basketball Association contest Mon-
day night.
-I don't care what everyone else thinks. It
the three-point play is one of the greatest
plays and it simply gives the fans more,",
Leonard said.
"We were looking for it a three-pointer)
there at the end, when Hassett came in,"
Leonard said. "He won a game earlier this
year for us with one."
Johnny Davis had missed a three-point at-
tempt, then Hassett, who played only 16
minutes, hit the second attempt at it with two
seconds left to make it 99-99 in regulation
play.
•'I thought we did a good job on defensing
the first threepoint attempt by Johnny Davis,
but they got the rebound and kicked it back
out to Hassett," said Utah Coach Tom
Nissalke. -It would have been very difficult to
stop his shot."
Indiana trailed most of the game and went
ahead 96-95 on a short jumper by James Ed-
wards. with 27 seconds left in regulation play.
But Utah's Tom Poquette sank four straight
free throws to give the Jazz a 99-96 lead with
20 seconds left and set the stage for Hassett's
heroics.
The Pacers went on to outscore Utah 14-6 in
the overtime period.
Blackwood's 'Joke' Becomes
Reality As His Tackle Forces
Brother To Undergo Surgery
By the Associated Press
MIAMI - Last week,
Baltimore Colts safety Lyle
Blackwood joked about facing
his brother in a National
Football League contest for
the first time.
"I told him I was going to
nail him," Lyle said of his
brother, Glenn Blackwood, a
rookie safety for the Miami
Dolphins. "He told me he's
going to show me a few new
wrinkles."
Lyle turned out to be right.
The seven-year veteran
rammed Glenn on a punt
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Dolphins Coach Don Shula
announced Monday that Glenn
would undergo knee surgery
today.
Shula said he had placed th-.•
rookie on injured reserve anu
signed vetern cornerback
Dwight Harrison in his place.
•'Glenn was covering a punt
and they just hit each other.
Neither of them went down to
the ground, but Glenn's knee
went," the coach said.
Harrison, an eight-year pro,
MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray ledger & Times by
530 p m Monday-Friday or by
330 p m Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p m., Monday through Fri-
day. or 3:30 p m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery
The regular business office hours
'of4114111111Tflirkaftif-iteftiesafe
8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to noon, Satur-
day's
was waived by the Colts
Saturday. He was obtained
from Buffalo last season. In
1975, his eight interceptions





from Texas Mil in 1971.
Copier on
the blink?
Better see the new-very
reliable-A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has ail of me -most
wanted features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
-including the versatility
to make 11" a 17 copies
copy both sides and use
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W L T Pet PP
New England 7 4 0 636 771
)(WM 7 4 0 636 194
N Y Jets 5 6 0 455 333
Buffak, 5 6 0 455 214
Bain/more 1 7 0 364 171
Central
Pittsburgh 9 2 0 1118 294
Houston 8 3 0 777 243
Cleveland 7 4 0 636 259
Ciricuuudi 2 9 0 1112 235
West
San Litego 8 3 0 727 270
Denver 11 3 0 727 192
Oakland 6 5 0 545 245
Seattle 5 6 0 455 232
Kansas City 4 7 0 364 160
National Conference
East
Dallas 8 3 0 727 240
Philadelphia 7 4 0 036 215
Washington 7 4 0 636 208
N Y Giants 5 6 0 4551J6
St Lows 3 8 0 273 218
Central
Tampa Bay 8 3 0 727 210
Chicago 6 5 0 545 212
Green Bay 4 7 0 364 171
Minnesota 1 7 0 364 168
Detroit 1 10 0 091 162
West
New Orleans 6 5 0 545 245
1.O1 Arigeiet 5 6 0 455 202
Atlanta 4 7 0 364 208
San Francisco 1 10 0 091 206
Silnday's Games
MIAMI 19, Baltimore 0
Buffalo 14, New York Jets 12
Pittsburgh 30, Kansas City 3
Houston 31, Oakland 17
Washington 30, St. LOOM 28
San Diego 26, Cincinnati 24
Tampa Bay 16, Lietroit 14
Seattle n, Cleveland 24
Chicago 27, Los Angeles 23
Green Bay 19, Minnesota 7
New Orleans 31, San Francisco 20
New York Giants 24, Atlanta]
Denver 45, New England 10
Monday's Game
Philadelphia 31, Dallas 21
Suaday, Novembea 18
Baltimore at New England
Dallas at Washington
Green Bay at Buffalo
Stanil at Cleveland
New York Jets at Chicago
St. Lows at Philadelphia
Detroit at Minnesota
Cincinnati at Houston
Denver at San Francisco
Kansas City at Oakland
New Orleans at Seattle
New York Giants at Tampa Bay
Pittsburgh at San Diego
Monday, November 19

































CHICAGO WHITE SOX - Acquired
Luis Guzman, pitcher, from Iowa of the




HOUSTON ROCKETS - Waived
Jacky Dorsey, forward. FOOTBALL
National Football League
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Signed Dwight
Harrison. cornerback. Placed Glenn




it %Mammal Hockey League
COLORADO ROCKIES Acquired
Hobby Sheehan, (enter, from the New
York Rangers to complete an earlier
deal Loaned Denzil s Duo liar.
deferiseiMM, and Larry Skinner, Center.
to Nev. Haven of the American Hockey
League subject to recall
MONTREAL CANAD1ENS - Recall-
ed Richard Sevigny, goalie, from NO1a
Scotia Or the American Hockey League
NEW YORK RANGERS Called up
Ray Markham, enter. from New Ha% en
of the Anwrii an Hockey League
The Top 20
The Top Twenty learns in The Associ-
ated Press college football poll, with first-
plaice votmi in parentheses. records and
total points Points based on 20-19.111-17.16-
1114-13-12-1 1 -10-641-7-6-5 4-3-2-1
1 Alabama 34 9-0-0
lOtuo State 14. 104-0
Nebraska 5




























































WI. T Pis GE GA
Ptuladelptua 12 1 I 25 65 
45 
Atlanta
. 57 31 1 57 6354 15NY ItareAers
NY Islanders 5 II 3 13 47 47
Washington 4 9 2 184764
Smythe Olvtabas
1.11/011iner 5 5 5 15 50 411
St IMWS 5 7 3 13 41 51
CWinnipeg4 5 13 37 44
Winnipeg4 8 3 II 13 56innipeg 
Colorado 3 9 2 8 42 53
Edmonton 2 9 4 8 49 69
Wales Csialeresice
Adams Malden
Boston 9 2 3 21 54 33
Minnesota 8 3 3 19 67 51
Buffalo 8 5 3 16 53 43
Toronto 7 7 1 15 58 54
Quebec 5 7 2 12 44 45
Norris CoMereace
Montreal 8 4 3 19 57 46
Los Angeles 7 6 3 17 71 73
Pittsburgh 5 5 1 13 46 48
Hartford 4 5 5 13 43 44






New York Rangers at New York Island-
ers
Montreal at St Louis
Colorado at Los Angeles
Wedsiesday's Games
Detroit at New York Rangers






A natal', I )1,, lama
L Pet GB
PluLacielphia 12 3 SOD
Boston 10 3 769 1
New York 7 7 5610 4,1
Wastungtun 4 7 344 6
New Jersey 4 10 286
teatral Litvialas
Atlanta 11 5 6111
San Antonio 8 7 533 VI
Indiana 8 9 471 lks
Houston 5 7 417 4
Oriel/and 6 10 375 5
Detroit 5 9 357 5
Western t'setereace
Midwest DRUM,.
Milwaukee 12 3 1100
Denver 5 11 313 74
Kansas City 5 11 313 741
Chicago 4 12 250 Us
Utah 2 13 133 10
Parthr DIvIaloa
Portland 13 4 765
IAA Angeles 11 4 711 1
Phoenix 10 6 625 2,1
Seattle 9 6 MO 9
Golden State 7 6 538 4
San Diego 6 II 353 7
Manday's Game
Indiana 113, Utah 105, OT
Tuesday's Games
Washington at New York
Atlanta at New Jersey
Houston at Chicago
Philadelphia at K/U13111 City
Golden Slate at San Antonio
Cleveland at Denver






Golden Slate at Houston
As Lakers Ready For Season,
First-Year Coach Says He's
Placing The Heat On Himself
Continued from page 6
."It's always been my practice to play plen-
ty of people early an have nine or 10 that can
- start by the end of the season," he says. 'Our
bench later in the year and our inside game
should be our strenghs."
And Elliott doesn't think overzealous fans
will be the team's weakness.
"I think everyone knows-when a team loses
people like the seniors who graduated, it
takes some time for those coming back to get
used to it," he said. "Certainly everyone ex-
pects good things from this team. I know I
do."
But whether the Lakers can repeat as
region champions is another matter, Elliott
says. "Lowes looks very strong, and there are
several other teams that are talented. I'm not
too familiar with this area yet, but I've a lot
about the quality of basketball that's played." -
So if Elliott won't exactly feel like he's in a
pressure cooker Thursday, he'll certainly be
involved in a new recipe: Calloway County's
basketball team.
Calloway County Roster
Seniors - Mina Todd, 5-10 1, Melissa Miller, 5-10 1, Kim
Willie, 5-10 , Penny Overbey, 5-4g.
Juniors - Jena Hoke. 5-7 g, Angie Futrell, 5-4 g
Sophomores - Rachael Lamb, 5-9 g-f , Jane Ann Barrow, 5-
6 f; Martey Miller, 5-7 1, lAdonna Uverbey, 5-2 g, Knanda
Key, 5-2 g, Mimi Todd, 5-10
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By the Associated Press
LONDON — Officials are investigating reports that
Several world-class track and field athletes, including
American hurdler Edwin Moses, took illegal payments
at an international meet in England during the sum-
mer of 1978.
The investigation was ordered Monday by the Inter-
national Amateur Athletic Federation ( IAAF I, and if
the allegations are proven true, it could endanger the
athletes eligibilty for the 1980 Summer Olympics in
Moscow.
The IAAF has given the British Amateur Athletic
Association BAAA ) a deadline of Dec. 1 to complete
the inquiry.
"We don't want this matter to drag on until after the
end of this year." said John Holt, secretary general of
the I AAF
Officials were alerted by newspaper stories which
claimed that a total of 9,000 pouncts — or $18,000 — was
paid in illegal expense money to the athletes at an in-
ternational meet in Gateshead, England, in(July 1978.
Along with Moses, the group under investigation in-
cluded England's Sebastion Coe, who this year set '
world records for the mile, 1,500 and 800 meters,
woman javelin star Tessa Sanderson and sprinter
Sonia Lannaman.
Also allegedly involved are Donald Quarrie of
Jamaica, the 1976 Olympic gold medalist at 200
meters; Rod Dixon of New Zealand, a long distance
runner, and such prominent British competitors as
shot-putter Geoff Capes and runners Mike McLeod and
David Moorcroft.
The latest newspaper story on the meet, published in
this week's Sunday People, said. that Moses received a
sum of money in addition to hisair tickets, accomoda-
tions and food. Moses was not immediately available
for comment but a spokesman for the Amateur
Athletic Union AAU 1, who asked not to be identified,
described the hurdler- as "a pretty high class in-
dividual."
"You hear stuff like this all the time, especially in
track and field," said the AAU spokesman. "It seems
there is at least one scandal every year."
The People also reported that Satiderson received
about $300 and quoted her as saying: ...I wish I had







NORMAN, Okla. — Bowl negotiating between the
universities of Oklahoma and Nebraska is apparently
in full swing, as the Saturday deadline for the an-
nouncement of postseason bowl invitations nears.
Coach Barry Switzer said Monday he talked to
Nebraska Coach Torn. Osborne that morning. He also
admitted a proposed agreement that could keep the
Sooners out of the Sugar Bowl doesn't bother him.
"I felt like some kind of deal was going down there,"
Switzer said of a report of a potential Sugar Bowl
agreement Monday. "The Sugar Bowl hadn't con-
tacted us and so I knew they weren't interested in us."
Earlier. Switzer said if his team loses out on a trip to
the Orange Bowl, which probably rests on the Sooners
Nov. 24 game with Nebraska, he would like to take "a
good trip" to the Sugar Bowl.
- However, Monday reports out of Little Rock, Ark.,
indicated an arrangement might be in the works
between Southwest Conference teams, Arkansas and
Texas, and the Sugar Bowl Committee.
"It seems logical to me that some kind of agreement
like that would be discussed," Switzer said. "But, if we
miss out on the Orange Bowl they still are going to need
a visiting team at the Cotton Bowl. There is also the
Fiesta Bowl. We've been there before and that is a nice
trip."
Both the No 7-ranked Sooners and Nebraska, now
No. 3, are undefeated in the conference.
It's Looming
Bruce Won't Admit He's Eyeing
No.1 Spot As Buckeyes Move
s,
By the Associated Press
Ohio State's freshman football coach, Earle Bruce, won't
admit he is eyeing No.1. but the national title loomed closer
for the Buckeyes today.
Bruce and his Buckeyes have moved from third to a close
second behind Alabama in The Associated Press college foot-
ball poll. with Nebraska dropping to third from the rtuinerup
spot.
"I can't say I ever thought about being No.1," said Bruce,
whose Buckeyes clobberpi Iowa 34-7 last Saturday and face a
tough Big Ten Cinference test next weekend against
Michigan. "I have thought about being 10-0. I never thought
about being 0-10.
"I am going to have to let those things ( rankings and
bowls ) concern themselves after we play our Ilth game."
In balloting by a national panel of sports writers and broad-
casters announced Monday, the 10-0 Buckeyes received 14
first-place votes for 1,218 points. Alabama. which eked out a
3-0 victory over Louisiana State Saturday night, had 34 top
votes and 1,262 points.
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Do AFC NFC Titles Need To Be Dissolved?
NFL's Playoff Formula Not The Fairest
By BRUCE LOWM'
, AP Sports Writer
If the National Football League season ended
today, the Detroit Lions and San Francisco
49ers would be delighted.
But seriously, if the season ended now,
there would be more than a couple of teams in
the American Football Conference wondering
if there is any justice in the world.
Consider, the NFL's playoff formula —
three division champions plus two "wild
cards," non-championship teams with the
second-and third-best records in each con-
ference.
It is possible, of course, for the runnerup in
one division to have a better record than a
champion in another. Witness last year's
Miami DolRhins, 114 and second in the AFC
East while Denver won the West at 10-6. Or, in
the National Football Conference, take
Philadelphia (East) and Atlanta i West ), the
two wild-card teams, each at 9-7 while Min-
nesota was first in the Central Division at 8-7-
Now consider today's standings.
In the AFC, seven teams have records of 7-4
or better — New England and Miami in the
East, Pittsburgh, Houstoh and Cleveland in
the Central and San Diego and Denver in the
West. In that group, there are two teams
which, no matter how well they play, will sit
out the playoffs. And there are the Oakland
Raiders, lurking in the background at 6-5 and
hoping for some team to stumble.
In the Niel', excluding Monday night's
game, only three teams have records of 7-4 or
better — Dallas, Tampa Bay and Washington.
And one of them — Washington — isn't even a
division leader. Three other teams —
Philadelphia, Chicago and New Orleans
were equal to Oakland's 6-5.
So what we have here is inequity.
And perhaps what we have here is a crying
need for a change in the playoff structure.
Unless more than a couple of teams take a
tumble of gigantic proportions, or unless a
few suddenly catch fire, there are going to be
some frustrated football players mumbling to
themselves about the injustice of it all.
Imagine, for example, being a member of
the-Miami Dolphins or the Houston Oilers, or
maybe the Denver Broncos. ( This is all
hypothetical; no need to get worked up over
it). You've just spent 16 weeks working hard
trying ( without success) to win a division title
and have, instead, finished with a record of,
say, 11-5 or 10-6. Not bad.. .but not good
enough to make the playoffs. The wild cards
have been dealt to the guys sitting on either
side of you while all you've gotten is a plane
ticket home and a "better luck next year."
Then you glance at the NFC and what do
you see?
A division winner with a record of maybe 8-
8 or 9-7!
Wild-card winners with the same mediocre
marks!
Is it any wonder more than one member of
the Seattle Seahawks, Oakland Raiders and
San Diego Chargers must have felt at least a
bit of envy glancing at Minnesota after the
1978 season, when 9-7 records kept them out of
.the AFC playoffs while the Vikings won one
less game and crept into an NFC division ti-
tle?
It is time for the NFL to get rid of the con-
ference concept.
Leave the six conferences as they are, but'
discard the NFC and AFC tags ( the NFL,
unlike baseball, does not keep them apart un-
til the charn(ionship ).
Make things simpler and more honest by
making all six divisions equal. When the
season ends, open the playoffs to the six win-
ners and the next four best teams, regardless
of division. Without the artificial conference
separations, the NFL's best will really be
represented.
McEnroe Subdues Mayer,
Takes 2nd Stockholm Title
By the Associated Press
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Defending cham-
pion John McEnroe fought off a brisk
challenge from Gene Mayer and won the
men's singles title in the $210,000 Stockholm
Open Tennis Championships 6-7, 6-3, 6-3.
The top-seeded McEurue became the first
player ever to win two straight titles in this
tournament. McEnroe's 10th singles title of
the year — including the Masters, the wcr
finals and the U.S. Open — earned him
$25,000.
0.J. Accepting The Bench With Miss
By the Associated Press
SAN FRANCISCO — The benching of a
superstar — a former superstar, to be more
exact — has occurred without a fuss because
of O.J. Simpson's class and the play of Paul
Hofer.
"Paul is the.starter and had a great game.
The coach told me not to worry about it, and I
performance as the 49ers lost 31-4 to the
Saints.
Simpson started a week earlier against the
Oakland Raiders, carried three times for
eight yards, then left the game. Hofer ran 12
times for 102 yards and caught seven passes
. for 64 yards.
Simpson, at age 32 and with several knee in-understand," said Simpson after sitting out
an entire game and watching Hofer rush for juries Ithind him, makes no claim that he is
147 yards in the San Francisecr-4,9"isteat---the-runiiing back he once was, the one who set
loss. • S an NFL season record with 2,003 yards
This season, Simpson's 11014 pro football, rusbing in 1973 for the Buffalo -Bills. He
will be his last, and the 49ers, with a-T-TT -"doesn't argue with Coach Bill Walsh's deci-
record, must think of the future.
Hofer. a running back in his fourth National
Football 'League season, also caught three
passes for 30 yards Sunday at New Orleans,
turning in his second straight outstanding
sion to go with Hofer.
, would like to play more, but I do
understand what the coach is doing and he's
doing the right thing," said Simpson.. "He's
got to think about next year and I'm not going
to be here. •
"Fortunately, I don't have an ego pro- -
blem."
. Walsh said he decided early Sunday, after
New Orleans raced to a big lead, pot to use
Simpson, the NFL's No.2 alltime rusher with
a total of 11,159 yards and No.1 all-time
money-maker with his current saist.1/ of about
$800,000. .
"There wasn't any sense in putting him
through the punishment and pounding on Mat
artificial turf. But he's a great asset to this
team and there will be a game or two or three
yet where he will help us," said Walsh.
Simpson, a native San Franciscan, his been
treated kindly by the 49ers' fans although he .
has rushed for only 976 yards — 593 in 10
games last season and 383 this year — since
joining the team.
But Hofer, because of performances as a
part-time player in past seasons, ranked as
one of the most popular of the 49ers' players
even before moving ahead of Simpson mid-
way in the seaSon.
"I just can't' believe it's happening to me. I
came in as a special teams player," Hofer
said Of his development into a starter playing
ahead of O.J. Simpson.
Walsh likes to think of it as the 49ers finding'
a new star rather than saying goodbye to an
old one.
"Paul Hofer hits the hole as quickly as any
back I've seen in a while, he has excellent
balance and will give you everything he's got
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-
Mrs. Janie 8aldridge's 5th grade reading class at Murray Middle School presented
three plays in honor of Halloween and Columbus Day to the other 5th grade classes at
the school. In photo are: first row, left to right, Mark McDougal, Scott Butwell, Tony
Robinson, Lori Cooper, Tisha Morris, Brian Krizan, Ken Mikulcik, Kelly Bolls, Tish Usher,
Ami Brun. Second row Tracy Simpson, Christi West, Charla Walston, Third row: Rickie
Spann, Kathy Friebal, Mark Wallace, Leroy Hamlet, Sean Moore, Brad Garland. Fourth
row Jimmie Tipton, Kristy Elkins, Ricky jobs and Mark Miller.
Photo av Kaye Peebles
Gerontology Authority To
Speak On Campus Tonight
Dr Erdman B. Palmore,
me of the nation's foremost
authi critics on social geron-
tology and the demography of




Chief of medical sociology in
the Department of Psychiatry
at Duke University Medical
.Center, Durham, N. C.,
Palu lore is scheduled to speik
at 7:30 pin. in the auditorium
of the Special Education
Budding on "The Advantages
of Aging,' of which he lists at
least 14- as applicable to
American society. The lecture
is free and open to the public
Dr. Erdman Palmore
His appearance on the
Murray campus is being
sponsored by the Murray
State University Social
Gerontology Program, ac-
cording to Dr. Miles Sinipson,.
chairman of the 'university's
- Department of Sociology and
Anthropology.
Palmore also is a senior








00000 • • 00000 • • • • •
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Study of Aging and Human
Development at Duke, prior to
which he was a research
sociologist at the Social
Security Administration.
He received his un-
dergraduate degree at Duke,
his master's at the University
of Chicago and his doctorate
at Columbia University . in
New York.
The author or co-author of
seven books, Palmore has
writtivi more than 60 articles
-which have appeared in
various periodicals and
professional journals.




gerontology with special in-
terests in work and





At MSU On Wednesday
Jimmie (II) Walker, in his
seventh season as the star of
CBS-TV's series, "Good
Times," will appear at.
Murray State University
Wednesday, Nov. 14, in a
stand-up comedy monologue.
Walker, who considers
himself first and foremost a
stand-up comedian, will ap-
pear in Lovett Auditorium,
beginning at 8 p.m., under the
sponsorship of the Student
Government Association.
Admission is $1 for Murray
State students and $3 per
person for the general public.
Walker grew up in the South
Bronx area of New York City
and attended DeWitt Clinton
High School but dropped out
- before graduating. "With 1,800
students there, one more or
less wasn't even noticed," he
once said.
He enrolled in a radio
technician school, and then,
under the SEEK poverty
 program, entered City College
in New York, majoring in
speech and drama.
After leaving City College,
he was a radio engineer at
several New York City radio
stations in the daytime, but
performed for free in small
clubs that cater to the talents
of up-and-coming comedians
in the evenings.
It was at one of these clubs
that he was spotted by a talent
booker and asked to be a guest
on the last, short-lived Jack
Paar TV show. Norman Lear
saw a tape of the Parr show
and asked Walker to fly to Los
Angeles for the interview
which led to his part in "Good
Times."
He became an overnight
Jimmie Walker
sensation on the show. His
catchphrase. "Dynornite!",
caught on and was echoed
throughout the country. Three
years ago, he dropped the
word, -dynornite," from his
vocabulary so that people
would separate Walker the
Nrformer from J. J., the ,TV
character he portrays.
Walker also co-starred with
Sidney Pottier and Bill Cosby
in the Poitier-directed film,
-let's Do It Again," and
received glowing reviews. He
continues to be a frequent
guest on TV variety shows and
specials such as -The Tonight
Show" and "Hollywood
Squares."
The Green River formation,
underlying about 16,000
square miles in several basins
in Utah, Colorado and
Wyoming, contains what has
been described as one of the
richest deposits of petroleum
shale in the world. Oil shale,
an organic-rich substance,
yields substantial amounts of
oil by conventional methods of
distillation.
CONGRATULATIONS
To Murray's Newest Food Store
DU Warehouse Foods
We are proud you chose our location for your new
store.
623 S. 4th St. Murray, Ky.
Mr. IL Mrs. James D. (Jimmy) and Dora Mae Bucy.
Ws would also like to thank the 'mar materiel suppliers...
Barnett Toy Lai -Sand & Gravel
Fins Block t lady Mix LAncrsts
Jona Iron S, Mad Co. •ltrvcturn1 Stmti
Jerry Hallways Rating Cs. • Hating
Fried Conlon Co. - Shea Metal
Jamas Sykes Plumbing
MitchaN Bisdrtopping Co.- Binektopping
Marra Appliance Co. - Air Conditioners
Minters Roofing Co. • Roofing
Mekong Elsctrk Co.- Electrical Materiel
tUreworthy - Wing pis
Teenager May Not Graduate Because
Principal Frowns On KKK Involvement
ABSECON, N.J. AP) —
Aaron Morrison .may not get
his high school diploma
because his principal doesn't
like the teen-ager's extra-
curricular activities.
The 17-year-old is a member
of the Ku Klux Klan.
Officials at Holy Spirit High
School say Morrison's.
diploma, which should have
been issued after Morrison
completed summer school, is
being withheld because he will
not renounce his membership
in the white supremacist
organization.
But Jerry Kay, an attorney
for the American Civil
Liberties Union, said
Morrison is being penalized
for exercising his "freedom of
association, freedom of
political belief and freeom of
speech."
Kay said he would sue the
high school if Morrison does
'not get his diploma. But an
attorney representing the
school and the Roman
Catholic Diocese of Camden
says Morrison's rights have
not been violated. And Msgr.
Glendon E. Robertson,
diocesan secretary of
education, says the church
will stand behind the school's
decision.
Morrison organized a Klan
rally in August on the front
- lawn of his family's split-level
home in Barnegat. During the
'rally, 19 Klansmen faced




"It's not fair," said
Morrison, who is now working
in Louisiana on. the senatorial
and presidential campaign of
David Duke, a leader of one of
the Klan's many factions.
"I don't think a school
should dictate or impose its
beliefs on students....They
don't have an in-depth un-
derstanding of my beliefs," he
said.
The Rev. Thomas E.
Ploude, principal of the
Atlantic County high school,
described Morrison as an
"above average student." He
said the school • will send a
copy, of Morrison's transcript
to any college, but will not
issue him a diploma.
Ploude said the diploma
represents more than a !nem
fulfillment of academic
requirements and Morrison
does not meet all of the
school's standards.
"I don't see at this point that
there is anything he can do,"
Ploude said: However, the
priest said he might recon-
sider if Morrison renounces
the Klan and its principles.
Ploude said his decision was
based on a school regulation
which reads: "Any student
who draws unfavorable public
notice to the school by his
conduct in or out of school will
be disciplined by the school
with penalties up to and m-
eluding explusion."
In a letter to Morrison,
Ploude said ahother fact% in
his decision was that the
Klan's beliefs are
diametrically opposed to the
philosophy and Objectives of
Holy Spirit High School, as
stated in our handbook, which
affirms the quality of all men
regardless or race, creed or
color."
Peabody Teacher To Present
Piano Recital, Class At MSU
Dr. Alfred Kanwischer,
head of piano studies at
George Peabody College in
Nashville, will present a piano
recital on Wednesday evening,
Nov. 14, and conduct a master
class on Thursday, Nov. 5, at
Murray State University..
Both are open to the public
at no admission charge in the
Recital Hall Annex of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
as part of Keyboard Emphasis
Week.
His recital, which will in-
clude his latest composition,
will begin at 8:15 p.m. Wed-





His composition, which will
be heard in public per-
formance for the first time, is
entitled "Sonata in One
Movement, No. 2 Voices)." It
was commissioned by the
Tennessee Music Teachers
Association for 1979.
A reception will follow the
recital.
Kanwischer will conduct a
seminar and- master class
from 3:30 to 6 p.m. on Thur-
sday.
Known widely as a com-
poser, teacher, and per-.
former, he was selected as the
1979 Composer of the Year in
Tennessee. He serves as the
director of the Peabody Piano
Seminar and is a member of
the George Peabody Chamber
Trio.
The native New Yorker was
the artistic director of the
John Ringling Festival
-Concerts in Sarasota, Fla.,lor
three years. He and his wife
have toured extensively in
Europe and in the United
States and have played in
some of the leading concert
halls where he appeared as a




acclaim as a composer, was
also at one time a soloist with
the San Francisco Symphony
•Orchestra.
He earned the bac-
calaureate degree at
Heidelberg College, Tiffin,
Ohio, the master's degree at
Michigan State University,
and the doctoral degree at
Boston University, where he
later was a member of the
distinguished piano faculty for
nine years.
He has been a student of the
late Ernest Victor Wolff, the
late Egon Petri, Rosina
Lhevinne, Bela Boszorrnenyi-





















on your next purchase of Pepsi-Cola
in the 16-oz. plasti-shield 6-pack
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HEALTH 
Day care center help
Lawrence E Lamb M D
DEAR DR IAMB I read
sour column in the Hong Kong
Standard. on changes in semh
t% and I wish sou would write
about the ceuicept in day care
centers tor persons such as
the older husband that you
described in your column
Behest, nie. the. Jas care cen-
ters are a great blessing tor
the elderl% and for the I amity
caring tor elderly people
There are now some day
Carr centers in the 1.• S and
many ,it sour readers proba-
his don t know it Some oi
your readers could see. to it
that they're, established rn
their ow n comm unit y
This is a great blessing for
the Lankly caring tor an elger-
ly person as it gives (hem
_some time to look after their
ow n needs.
DEAR READER I'm all
in la's or of day care centers
tor elderly people who need to
he supervised or in a suppor-
t e ens. ironment
I'd also like to remind peo
pie that not everyone. who
appears to be senile has irre-
versible change's in the brain
Many people who ha%e such
symptoms do has e medical
problems which need atten-
tion That'', why such individu-
als should he examined by a
neurologist
m sending you The Health
Letter number 14-2. The
Aging Mind Other readers
who want this issue can send
75 cents with a long, stamped.
self-addressed envelope for it
Send your request to me. in
care of this newspaper. P Li
Box 1551. Radio City Station.
New York. NY 10019. In addi-
tion. as a person gets older.
there are things that can be
done to help improve and
maintain function. Some of
these ought to be started at an
early age. such as memory
training exercises
1 CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS 4 Downy duck
1 Manufac- 5 Equality
lured 6 Sliver symbol
5 • Peter - 7 Seine
8 Zeus's wife 8, Egret
1,2 Turkish regi- 9 Come forth •
ment . 10 Ceremony
13 Mature 11 War god
14 Arab chief 16 man s name
'5 Panfri, 18 Protective
17 C, iinctrical shield
19 Chemical 22 COSIly fur
compound 23 Leases
P'erces 24 Macaw
21 Goddess of - 25 Nothing
discord 27 Imes
23 Peal 29 Card game
24 Also 30 Knowledge
26 Concerns 35 Prohibited
28 Wapiti 36 Station
,31 State Abbr 37 Direction
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license. Bolin then traveled to
Benton where he went to the
clerk's office and received a
Kentucky license with his
roommate's name on it.
The student then allegedly
went to the Bank of Benton,
deposted a few dollars and
opened a checking account
He then went to the Bank of
Marshall County and did the
same thing.
Following that, Haltom sal.i
Bolin began 'writing ct.:1











• • • • •
S. • •• • • •
A±Ita
sali FF.1
I'm particularly glad that
you asked about day care cen-
ters because I wish every
community would develop
them for their elder itnizens
There's no reason that such
centers can't be established
by the members of the fami-
lies in fair-sized communities
on their own as a cooperative
effort.
Also many older people
need things to do. Being active
helps keep them functional
and enables them to enjoy life
more That's why a lot of old-
er people who have trouble
getting jobs could certainly do
volunteer work in such cen-
ters to help people who are
less fortunate than them-
selves.
Such cooperative efforts on
the part of the public to estab-
lish services that help them-
selves would do a lot to
relieve some of the burden for
caring for older people in our
society In ,short, those who
are able ought ko still try to do
something- to help even if it's
on a volunteer basis In the
lqng run they may be the
recipient of such care.
1. also Think that older peo-
ple working in such centers
might be more cotisiderate of
other older people than others
since they can see that in the
future. they, too, might need
that kind of help and atten-
tion.
Some people who are
thought to be "senile' really
are depressed. Depression is
one of the most common caus-
es of curable disorders - that
are mistakenly called senility
Staving involved and feeling
needed is one of the best
defenses against depression
That is another good ri-ason
for aetive older people who
can to work in such centers to
help others
Four Seminars Set To Inform
About Energy Conservation
Four seminars have been
scheduled during November
to inform West Kentuckians of
energy conservation
measures that can be applied
in the construction or
remodeling of a home to help
reduce future energy con-
sumption and costs.
Coordinated by Murray.
State University and Paducah
Community College as
nwmber institutions of a
consortium of 17 regional
universities and community
colleges, the West Kentucky
stfininat'S will be held on the
Murray and PCC campuses,..in
Mayfield and in LaCentet.
The first was held at 7 p.m..
Monday. November 12. in
Room 112 of Waller Hall on the
Paducah Community College
campus.
-The second will be held at 7
pan. Tuesday, November 10,
in the West Kentucky' Rural
Electric Cooperative Corp.
offices on West Broadway in
Mayfield. Kentucky.
On Thursday.  November 15,
at 7 p.m., two seminars will be
held, one in Room 240 of the
Special Education Building on
the Murray State University
ampus and the other at
Ballard Memorial High School
itt liCenter.
Conducting the Murray and
Mayfield seminars will be
William Whitaker, an
associate professor in the
Department of Engineering
Technology at -Murray State,
while Dr. Neil Adams. an.
assistant professor of physics
at PCC, will conduct the ones
in Paducah and LaCenter.
Supported by a Kentucky'
Department of Energy grant.
the seminar series is 'made
.:!.zible through the Kentucky
Energy Conservation Plan. It
Is designed to provide proven
energy conservation
techniques that may be ap-
plied to home construction or
remodeling. tarry' Moore, in
the Office of Extended
Education at Murray State is




topics as at live and passive,
solar applications, site
selection and placement,
building codes, heating and
air conditioning systems. heat





from home energy con-
servation iiteasures taken.
Additional information on
the seminars, which should be
of particular interest' to




reniodelers and loan and
mortgage lenders, may be
obtained by contacting the
Office of Conferences and
Continuing Education,
Murray State University,
Murray, KY 762-2716 or Larry
Dowdy at Paducah Com-
munity College, whose
ii.lephone number is 442-6131.
On Ewing,
t's Land
Creates Quite A Stir
EWING. K) . i APi
White's land may not have an
ounce of gold on it, but just the
hint of the presence of that
sptrier,cious metal can create a
White. the Fleming County
sheriff, thinks there may be
gold on 271 acres he bought at
an estatiik auction in May. The
odds may be against -it, but
White says he has been offered
a $27,000 profit on the land.
"Since I was a kid, I'd heard
about the gold that's supposed
Let be here," said White. "My
dad saw it ip 1920 when they
dug a cistern' on the property.
-When I bought it, we got to
talking and we just decided to
dig %%here they remembered.
• seeing it.". •
Charged In Check Writing 
SpreeM SU Student Arrested"
Kevin Bolin, 19, of Owen-
sboro, a Murray State
University student, has been
charged with theft by
deception and forgery in
connection with a check
writing spree in Marshall
County.
Bolin was arrested by
Murray Police in connection
with the incidents.
According to Marshall
County. Sheriff Joe Tom




KNOW THE RI6HT TIME.
T'LL CHECK ANOTHER
CLeCht
I- HE TOLD US IT TAKES Ar,
ri.nortE AND MORE COLLARS
TO BUY THONGS
THEY 5EE THE MA5KEC,
MAN'5 611H5 IN HOLSTERS„
$700 or 8800 before being
apprehended. The checks had
apparently been written for
clothing, watches and other
items.
Bolin is free after posting
$5,000 bond on each of the
charges.
In the Chinese language.
tone is as important to the
meaning as consonants and
vowels. One syllable uttered in
four different tones can mean
four different things. The
hundreds of dialects in the
language differ so greatly that
the speakers of one often
cannot understand another.
James White. the sheriff's
father, was only 11 in 1920, but
remembered the excitement
of the moment "like it was
yesterday,."
"1 'h-member sitting on the
top of the cistern with a big
crowd," he said. "You could
see that stuff glittering in the-
rock down there."
Rock samples were sent to
California add a trans was
sent to study the area. But no
records were kept of the study
and, with gold priced at $29 an
ounce.. mining the area was
considered too expensive.
"The people f.rom California
said to get the gold out, they'd
have to crush the rock. and
_pipe water up front the river to
wash it," G.W. White said.
"By the tittle they got it out of
the ground, it wouldn't have
been wropth it."
That has changed with gold
prices topping $400 an ounce,.
so White and his father have
dug two large trenches near
the old cistern.
The sheriff had sonic rock
samples analyzed at the
University of Kentucky and
tests showed the glitter to be
fool's gold. More samples
have been -sent to a laboratory
in Utah and results should be
known in a couple of weeks.
the younger White said.
Dr. Irving Fisher. a UK
geologist, doubts anything
more than fool's' gold will be
found in the Utah tests.
"My guess is it's probably
not gold. The odds are always
against it," Fisher said.
THE ACES'IRA G CORN. ,JR
**Logic- works.- metaphys-
ics contemplates.- -- Joseph
Joubert.
Logic led declarer to
score a sassy game in the
quarterfinal round of the
Grand National Teams
Tournament held in Las
Vegas. Declarer was Rich
Freisner of San Francisco
and the interesting deal was
reported in the ACM. Daily
Bulletin published for
attending bridge players.
West's double of one
spade was negative,
describing a hand with val-
ues worth a bid, but with no
descriptive bid available.
West led the heart queen
and. when it was held, he
switched to the ace and
another club (admittedly.
not the best defense).
Declarer won the club king
as he discarded a heart
From dummy and he took
time out for deep thought.
Declarer had already lost
two tricks and there was no
way to avoid a diamond
loser In fact. East had to
have the diamond king to
hold the diamond losers to
one West's opening lead-
also placed the ace_ and king
of hearts with East and it
seemed unlikely that West
would lead a club away
from the ace and queen.
Recapping. West had
started with the Q-J of
hearts and the ace of clubs.
East had the top hearts, the
club queen and was
assumed to have the dia-
mond king. Who had the
king of intbsipdaddegs7
gave declarer
his winning answer. East
had not opened one heart
and he was marked with the
ace and king. Therefore.
West had a five card heart
suit headed by the queen
and jack. With the ace of
clubs and king of spades,
West „would have had an
easy tieatt bid instead-
of a negative double -- ergo
the king of spades was with
NORTH
• A .1112
• 8 5 3
• 9 8 5 4 2
• .1
WEST
• 7 6 5






A K 7 6
• K 107
•Q 9 7 4 3
54 it 'TH
• Q 1094 3
• 10
OAQ6
• K 8 5 2
Vulnerable East-West
Dealer South The bidding-
South West North East
Pass Pass Pass i •
I • DM 4 • Pass
Pass Pass
Opening lead: Queen of
hearts
His mind made up,
declarer led a spade to the
ace to drop East's singleton
king and, with the diamond
finesse working, declarer
made his contract by ruffing
-two 4411)&4n:dummy
Rid with Corn








ANSWER: Two no trump
An invitational bid. Three
clubs is highly inferior since it
forces another bid and it hides
the strength in diamond's.
- • -
Send bridge questions in The. Am
P.O. Hoz 12363. Dallas. Texas -75225.
with ,elf addressed stamped PT1VP10111.
few reply
I .pyright 1979




Listed here is a ready
refkanc• that will quickly
help you locat• th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13, For Sole or Trod*
14. Wont To Bay












27. Mobilo Nome Soles
28. Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rent&
31. Want To Rant
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Hoes*, For Rent
35. Forms For Rent








44. Lots For Sal•
45. Farms For Sole






52. Boats and Motors
,53. Services Offered
541. For Trod*
SS. Filriki Arld Sega
56. Free Cohinsis
SY. Wonted
Dr Cad A Bowers
Chiropractor announces
Opening practice in the
Broeringrneyer Hear"
Awareness Center.
miles East on Hwy 94,
Murray, Kentucky • New
Office hours Mon Tues .
Wed and Fri 9.12 2-6 by
753-2962
Christmas Open Hdfigrulgi
day. November 18th, 1 til 5
luantta's Flowers. 917 Col-




7618 after 5:00I,. For Sale '-Also-Stereo Console
AM/FM with 8 track
$300.00






be submitted by 12




submitted by 12 noon
the day before publica-
tion. Excluding
classified ads for Mon-
day. We ask you to call
by 10 a.m. Saturday.
To have an a
cancelled before
publication you will
need to contact us by 8'
a.m, that morning in
order for it not to ap-
pear in that day's edi-
tion.
Jesus states in John 1421. ' He
that hath my commandments.
and keepeth them, he it is that
tavettnar 'arrdite- that kweth 
me shall be loved of my Father.
and I- will love him_ and. will.
manifest myself to him.- Sab-
bath worship service, Satur-
day's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study. 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even-
Study by phone anytime.
.Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible













Ideal tur luring house full of
furniture. cars, antiqwes.
business overflows etc.





















Learn To Read 753-2288
Needhne 753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792





State Pol. ' 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published_
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy
near the telephone.
3g Per cent oft ali trees and
shrubs' Juanita s flowers -917
Coldwater Road Murray NY
NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger 81
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mon-
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.






At times other than those
listed above the office is






business office hours in
f4acIng calls to the
1newspaper.
.The telephone numbers




















5. Lost and Found
Brown purse. El Paso Texas ad-
dress, lost Monday Nov 5th on
South 9th street sycamore at
South 12th Has drivers license,
social security cards, address
book Reward or keep money.
Return to 801 South 9th street.
Murray: 753-1850.
6. Help Wanted
-Collector, full time. . Collect
delinquent accounts by
telephone and mail, for local
businesses. Salary and bonus
base on performance. Ere
ceellent fringe benifits. Ex-
perience . in collections or
direct sales required. Send
("resume to Manager. Box 1016,
Murray Ky 42071
Medical Technoloist (ASCP-HEW) or
Medical Technician (ASCP-HEW) for
modern clinical laboratory, located in
University setting and recreational
area. Excellent Salary and benefit
program. Contact:. Personnel Office,
Murray Calloway County Hospital,




















































































PAGE U TlkiE MURRAY, KS., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday, November 13,1971
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
6. Help Wanted
Counter help needed must be
able to work 5 am til 1 pm or
11 am til 5 pm Contact
McDonalds Restaurant at 101
N 12th Street
Full or part time business op-
portunity available New na
tional company needs
distributors in this area who
want to establish their own
business Minimum invest-
ment For more information
write Oil of Mink P 0 Box 91
Princeton KY 42445
Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
enevelopes Free details. Reply:
.Titan, Box 94485ZN,
Schaumberg.11 60194 
Need mature lady in Lynn
Grove area to babysit a couple
of hours each day Call 753-
3523 after 5 pm
Receptionist wanted part
time Send resume and photo
to P 0 Box 32 X. Murray. KY
Wanted Registered or eligible
to be registered. female X-ray
Technologist Salary negotiable
with experience Notify Depart-
ment Head at Trigg County
Hospital, Cadiz, KY 522-3215.
1-031-fs. Opportunity 
Build your business in Shakle.
Be your own boss. Opportunity
for tree car, paid vacation trips.
'insurance and retirement For
more information call 753-
0541 or 1-53-9486
13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade 1964 GMC.
yellow van no rust good
motor See at Stella Trailer
Court. Stella. KY after 6 pm or
weekends 
14. Want Tolily 
Wanted to buy • standing
timber top prices paid 489-
2334
Want to buy one acre more or
• less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
'Pm 
Want to buy 1970 through
1915 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup. in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm 
Want to buy Junk cars. Call
474.8838 after 5 pm.
Wanted to buy Veneer white-
oak timber Pay top price. Call
in the evenings. 753-4984. 
15:71Crtic1es For Sale 
Baby bed in good condition for
sale 153.4430
15. Articles For Sale
Lock sets polished brass or an-
tique brass, key in knob sets.
$1 99. passage, $3 99 Wallin
Hardware. Paris
One new quilt. $75. 3 piece
slack set. size 16. $10 each
Call 753-1733 
16. Home Furnishings
Metal bedstead; small left
hand refrigerator, brown hide-
a-bed. washing machine, all in
good condition Call 753-2305.
Stainless- steel sinks, double
compartment, 4 hole, self rim-
ming. $29 99. $39 99, and
$49.99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Twin bed with spring and mat-
tress good condition Also a
chest of drawers Call 153-
8567 
Two large rugs, good condition,
with pads make offer. 159-
4010 
Will sell good used furniture
and dalliances The Odd Shop
642-8250 We buy. sell, and
trade. 
19. Farm Equipment 
Farm fans, grain dryers, sales
and service A & I Ford Supply,
Inc Highway 54 west of Paris
(901) 642-8544
John Deere model 4440 trac-
tor. completely equipped in-
cluding monitor, John Deere
21' disc, John Deere model
1 000 planter with monitor,
13 John Deere chisel plow,
John Deere 6 row cultivator
John IVere 15' harrow. John
Deere 616 plow, John Deere
rotbry hoe All equipment one
year-eld and in brand new con-
dition Will sell seperately or all
together Phone 489-2141.
after 5 pm
Tractor batteries, 6 or. 12 volt,
3EH or 30H. 2 year guarantee.
your choice. $49 99. Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Wheelbarrows $19 99. $29 99.
$39 99 $59 99 Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Want to Buy used PTO powered
hammer mill Call 498-8376
20. Sports Equipment 
Remington 870 shotgun. 3
inch Magnum Like new $130
Call 753-4770 
Wilson 1200- 1.3,5 woods D-2
regular shaft, never used.
$60 Ladies Patty Berg 1.3.4
woods good condition $30
Men's first flight driver, like
new. $15 Call 753-5609
To the people of Murray and
Calloway County-
Due to the high cost of living - soaring inflation
anti rising-cost of Hospital care our policy effective
immediately is as follows -
Regardless of age - Industrial organizations or
any special group we wW of this date- give a 15 per-
cent discount on all Doctor's Prescriptions for cash -
This means both New prescriptions and refills.
We feel this is the only way to be fair & equal to
every one concerned. We hope you will give this an-
nouncement your careful consideration & support
for a business that has served this Town de 
County










A local manufacturing Company his an immediate
opening for a full time or part time nurse with the
following qualifications: RN certificate, Industrial
nursing experience desirable available for shift
work.
Send resume stating qualifications and salary
requirements to
Industrial Relations Manager
P.O. ilos  $10
Paris, Tennessee 38242
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Spinet piano used, like new
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co , across from
the Post Office in Paris, TN.
Spinet piano used like new Us-
ed console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
Piano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TN.-
Two new console stereos.
reduced du s to damaged










Used Spinet piano. two upright
pianos Rental plan on all new
pianos Leach's Music Com-







All fuel chimneys triple wall
pipe 6-x30- $18 99. 8-x30-.
$29 99 Installation kit 6-.
$27 99. 8- $41 99 Wallin
Hardware. Pans. -
Aluminum extension ladders
14 $2888. 16 $31 88, 20'
$45 99. 28., $10 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Bath tubs, 5 ft steel white.
$64.99, Colors, $69 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch ,for the following bar
sizes. 16". $10 25: 20".
$11.99, 24-. $14 99. Wallin
Hardware, Parts.
Firewood. $25 rick. delivered
Locust fence posts. 7 ft $2. 9
ft $2.50 489-2327 
For sale Foosball table, tourna-
ment soccer million dollar
game $600 or best offer. 753-
2782 
Firewood, cut to order. $18.00
per rick. Call 753-6837 
Heyer electric stencil
duplicator and Yorktown elec-
trostatic copier, both in ex-
cellent condition $175 each or
best offer Credit Bureau of
Murray, 304 Maple Street,
Murrray
Kodak Movie camera. One year
old Cost $100 asking $50 Call
753-3109 
Mobile home roof coating. 5
gallon pail. $26 99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener Sharpens your chain
like a pro. $1199.Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
Skil saws All with 7Li- cutting
blade. model 553. $29 99,
model 574. $34 99. model
559 $59 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
..errwsk
Extra nice '65 Mustang, bright red ex-
terior, white top & interior, small 88,
automatic, good mechanical condition.
Call
753-0710 Nights
Wood for sale $25 per rick for
hickory oak, and ash Delivered
in Murray area only Call 753-
0663 and ask for Chris Snyder 
Wood for sale Call 759-1260












1980 Zenith color TV, 19 inch
with stand two months old
still warrented. Call 753-6292








My idea of winterizing
investing money in snug sacks."
26. TV-Radio 
For sate- Stereo with 5
speakers, $45. Call 753-5447
after 5 pm. 
Repossesed Take up monthly
payment on 25' color t v War-
ranted Clayton's - J & B Music.
153-7575 
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna
can talk to Canada and Mexico
New $150 now $75 492-
8834 
27. Mobile Home Sales
12x65 Revere. three .bedroom.
two bath completely furnish-
ed, including washer and dryer,
underpinning. centrar heat and
air Call Spann Realty
Associates, 153-7724_ 
1969 Regent, 12x60. located
on the water 2 bedrooms. total
electric, central air, skirted and
large built-on porch 232-8222
12x60 Two bedroom - trailer
with washer, dryer. and air con-
ditioner. set on rented. half
acre lot, 4 miles from town
$4000 759-4754
_1974 Two bedroom. all elec-
tric, air conditioned must sell
$5000. Call 436-2524 or 436-
5496 
Three bedroom, bath '7 stove
refrigerator, new carpet and
curtains Call 436-2446 
28. Mob. Home Rents 
For rent 2 bedroom trailer
Shady Oaks Trailer Court • No
pets Call 489-2611.
For sale or rent Lot set up for
trailer $35 per month. Conrad
Heights Subdivision. 235' deep
and 100' wide Call 753-1852 
Two bedrroom Mobile Home,
gas heat, no pets security
deposit required Gall 753-
0364 or 753-3455 after 5 pm 
12x60 Two bedroom, 2 bath,
mobile home Gas heat, fur-
nished with washer and dryer.
New carpet $165 per month
Call 753-5097 after 5 pm or
753-7849 
29. Heating-Cooling 
Electric heaters. 4000 watt, 4
stack, $35 99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris
New Ashley wood heater. Call
753-5599 
Wood heater. automatic,
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors. 24''
fire box. $199.99 Two speed
automatic blower, $49.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris,
30. Business Rental 
One large and one small
building for rent Near campus
Call 753-2967. 
32. Apts. For Rent 
Furnished apartment, 1 or 2
bedrooms also sleeping rooms
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th 753-6609 
For rent 5 room unfurnished
apartment. $150 per month
plus $100 deposit Phone 753-
5447 after 5 pm.
New 2 bedroom duplex, large
rooms, appliances furnished,
washer-dryer hookup in utility.
private carport and patio deck
Call 753-9574 or 753-6513
after 330 pm 
Three room furnished Apart-
ment, upstairs. no children or
pets, best references accepted.
-Call 753-9925 
33. Rooms for Rent 
Elderly lady wishes to give
home to another elderly lady
for companionship Also five
room gas heater for sale and a
trailer light pole in good condi-
tion.
34. Houses For Rent 
Five room unfurnished house
available now. Call 753-6944 
34. Houses For Rent 
Farm house near city limits,
beautiful setting spring in
yard garden spot Firewood
available. Families $200 per
month 753-8096
Nice 2 bedroom house. unfur-
nished. North 16th street.
Available Nov 15th. $165 per
month. Call 753-6855. 
Two bedroom house. 641 Nor-
th, carpeted. electric heat, no
pets, available now Married
couple. $175 Call 753-3942.
Well insulated 5 room house, 4
miles East, City water electric
heat couple.no pets.
References required $150
month, Available January 1st,
Call 753-1551







the house was not
43.  Real Estate
Bit 0 the country? What are
your needs? 81 acres' 35
acres' 23 acres? Farms just
listed have acreage tendable
some with timber, beautiful
building sites Here's a chance
to move out and have a little
land' Call John 01 Judy at 753-
1492 for more information Of-
fered bi Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors
$$Dollar for Doltar$$ One of
the best home values we have
had to offer you in many a day
Brick ranch style home. 3 nice
size bedrooms with walk in
closets, large living room. fully
equipped kitchen, family room
Bring your check book you'll







216 Acres 5 miles east
of Puryear, TN. Ap-
proximately 200 acres
tillable. Now in beans.
Limed in 1979. Has
year-round water.
About 12 of acreage in




70 Acres with house
and barn. 45 acres ten-
dable, rest in timber.
Located on black top




Il -For sale Rental property in city'limits. $450 per month In-
come $600 possible. $37.500





















Boarding and grooming IL.
ThanksoHng Make your reser
vations row 4e board cats too
Hidden Kennel, 435
4481.
Four year do Pointer bird dog
broke. Liver and white color
436-5579 
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming was $12.00 now
$10.00. By appointment. Con-
nie Lampe 436-2510,







Doctor orNur.,e. worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet and no place to put it'
Like a lariiP workroom away
from it ad' • those rare spare
moments' have it all for
you.. for th, complete picture
call Brenda at 753-1492. Cen-jr 




THF Cl fl( 'k
BliT BODY SHOP
2 miles out of Murray on Hwy. 280
is now open! '
Auto Glass and Body Repair.




Insurance & Real Estate
" le (ow,' Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Make a list of all the things you
are looking for in a new home -
then check this practical 3
bedroom. We think it will have
it all. Located lust minutes
from ton on an acre plus lot.
Exceptionally well built,
decorated lust recently, well in-
sulated Seeing is believing.
Call for your tour with Brenda
at 753-1492...Offered by Cen-




75 acres 5 miles
southeast of Murray.








96 acres with brick
home, 3 tobacco barns,
1 stock barn, and other
buildings. 78 acres in
cultivation. Excellent
farm located 7 miles
southwest of Murray.
Call on this one today.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
Need a big house. for a big
family - or do you just like
elbow room' See this 3 level 5
bedroom home with lots of
space for living. Rec room in
walk out basement. den, for-
mal living and dining rooms,
very low low utility bills. You'll
love the location and the price.
Spann Realty Associates. 753-
7724
NEW HOME
Be the first to live in
this brand new 3
bedroom, l'z bath
home with lots of ex-
tras, location in Lynn-
wood Estates. Has
central electric heat
and air. Designed for
your comfort. Call
Billie for more infor-
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43. Real Estate 
IC
OCCUPANCY
Owner left state -
lovely 4 BR., and
study, situated on tree-
studded lot. This char-
ming home has large
living-dining area,
country kitchen, large
rec. room, 2 baths,













heat, nice lot, good
location.
AN Call 753-8080 
44. Lots For Sale 
Corner lots in Canterbury.
120x120. Call 753-0138. ' 
150)(250' lot on Doran Road.
Call 753-9208 after 6 pm. 
If you are looking for a
• beautiful lot with 10 big trees,
seven tenths of an acre, older
house needs some do it
yourself work.. Lot alone is
worth more than asking price.
Located on Butterworth Road,
one mile south of Stella. Priced
for quick sale. $6500. Spann
• Realty Associates, 753-7724.
45. Farms for Sale 
10 acres with 3 bedrooms liv-
ing room, kitchen dining room,
bath and shower. central heat
and air -home. Located 212
miles east of Almo Heights,
Phone 527-1764. 
46. Homes For Sale 
By owner, 3 bedroom stone
home with acreage. Murray-
Mayfield area. Den with
fireplace, full basement, at-
tached garage, newly painted.
Equity and take over payments.
Nice yard. Call 615-232-6059.
Four bedroom. 2 bath home on
12 acres near Kentucky Lake.
Outside living quarters with
plumbing, flu for wood heater,
electric heat, t.v. tower, carpet,
dishwasher, insulated. Over
2200 square feet of living
space. 15 miles to Murray, 17
miles to Paris. Reduced! Call
247-5198, Puryear. 
48. Auto. Services 
Car batteries. 35 month
guarantee. 80 amp $29.99, ex-
change. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp. $39.99, exchange.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Scraping!!! All parts for sale
cheap! '68 Chevrolet wagon.
'70 Buick Sedan. '68 Dodge
Charger. '69 Ford wagon, '68
Ford pickup. '65 Ford pickup.
759-1739, evenings. 
49. Used Cars 
1976 Chrysler Cordoba, silver
a7n2d90.burgandy. 47000 miles_
Sharp Call 753-5872 or 753-
'or sale 1973 Maverick. 302
v'8, power and air, $1000. 761
6356. 
1974 Monte Carlo Landau,
power steering, power brakes,
and air Has tilt wheel and
power windows 'Silver with
burgandy interior $1400 Alsc
a 1969 Chevy pickup $650
Call 1-354-6217. 
1977 Monte Carlo, extra sharp
and clean. See at 507 South
7th Street after 5.30 pm 
Opal car parts. Call 474-2325 
1977 Red, T-top, Monte
Carlo.by owner. Call 753-8033
after 3.30 pm
Reduced for quick sale 1916
Cutlass _Supreme„ pQwer air.
AM-FM 8-track, maroon with
white vinyl half-roof. wire
*wheel covers $2150 Call 753-
6677 
1977 chevrolet Suburban air
front and rear power steering
and brakes, tilt wheel radio
one owner, excellent condition
Call 492-8425 
50. Used Trucks 
1918 Bronco XLT. !Ow mileage
lots of extras must sell Call
436-2805 
1979 C1-5 perfect condition
753-6802  or 436-5366 
1977 Chevrolet Pickup, clean,
$2800 Call 753-8162 
1967 Dodge Sportster good
condition. asking $775 Call
after 5 pm. 435-4333. 
.1978 f_or_dyin. air,. guise, tilt.
$9400 sticker price: used 18






for H..pitU & Woe. mils pree&se ea& 753 3115 ea
51-Capipers
Hurry' Winter is coming! Corn
plete repair and winterizing
service A few 1979 Starcraft
and Road Rangers at discount
prices Close out special on all
truck toppers $190 White s
Camper Sales Highway 94
fast Murray KY Call 153
0605 .
5fienrices Offered




Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling framing
aluminum siding gutters and
roofing Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895 
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates Prompt and efficient ser-




Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Block
garages, basements, driveways.
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476 
Chimneys and stoves cleaned
Be ready for winter. Call Magic
Hat 759-4878
Carpentry ser'ince Whatever
your needs, old or new. quality
work. Call 753-0565. 
Chimney brick repair. Brick
house pointing: house'painting.
Call 436-2855 after 6pm.
Do You need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24' below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343.
For your home alterations, '
repair, and remodeling, also
new homes and commercial.
call 753-6123.
Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates for your needs.
For your chain link fencing
needs. contact Montgomery
Ward. Free estimates. 753-
1966.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Cali Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Have your driveways white roct
ed before bad weather Free
estimates. Clifford Garrison,









Licinsed Electrician and gas ,n
stallation heating instand:LL:c
and repairs Call 153 12u1
Licensed eleat,,Lian an.;









and brown Roofs sealed Al'
patio awnings open 'if screen
ed in with or within: windows
Also carports single and dou-
ble sizes lack Glove, 751
1873 after 6 pm
Paper hanging and I n'einim
painting Call 437 4617 or i53
7337
Save time and money call u .,
first Millstone Development
Corp We move the earth NT
your excovating needs Septic
tanks, ponds ann
Backhoe dozer and pan work
Gravel and fill Out hauled Call
492-8258
Tractor work breaking disking
bushhogging, blade work Call
753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5
753-2632.
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work-complete-
ly guarenteed Call- or write
Morgan Construction Cr,
Route 2 Box 409A. Paciftah
KY 42001, or call day or nigh!
1-442-/026
Will do hauling of any kind cit .,
or county Call 492-8704
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime also have any type
of brown or white Pea gravel
Call Roger Hudson 753-6763
or 753-4545
Will do plumbing. heating
remodeling, repairs around the
home. carpentry. and roofing
753-9600
Will buff and glaze wash anc:
wax, your car for winter: also
will do interior work $40 Call
753-8780 or 753-3860 after 4
Pm.
5-6:freitolumn 





Saturda% 7 30 tit S:01,
PRICE SHAVE 75'I
e dee ..d,.,,. New, P.61“ S,..ce
Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estirnmates.







ilww11111111INHoomorp,„.„. 753 - 0 984
Floored and ready. Up to 1 2 x 24. Also barn style, of
fices, cottages, mobile home ad-ons, and patios, or U
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
x 60. Buy the best for less.













BEGINNING AT 6.30 PM 11 00
P.M. EACH EVENING
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Bernice B.. Boyd of 1619
West Main Street. Murray,
died today at 12:30 a.m. at his
home. His death due to natural
causes occurred at the age of
86. • -
Mr. Boyd, a retired farmer,
formerly of Graves County,
was a member of the Grace
Baptist Church, Murray. His
wife, Ethel. died Aug. 28. 1976.
Born March 25. 1893, in
Graves County, he was the son




Paschall, Murray Route 4;
two sOns, Nelson Boyd,
Sedalia. and Dr. Louis J.
Boyd, Athens, Ga.; 11 gran-
dchildren: 12 great grand-
chilai en.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Paid Dailey and the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe officiating. Leland
Peeler will be in charge of the
music.
Active pallbearers will be
Greg, John, and Garth Boyd,
Brent Manning, Kendred
Paschall, and Jamie Washer.
Honorary pallbearers will be
members of his Sunday School
Class at Grace Baptist
Church.
Entombment will follow in
the mausoleum at the
Highland Park • Cemetery.
Mayfield.'





Lora Alvin Loftin, brother of
Mrs. Ruth Tabers of Murray,
died Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at his
home on Hickory Route 1. He
was 87 years of age and a
veteran of World War!.
Mr. Loftin is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Hazel Loftin; one
daughter, Mrs. Ruby May
fleadles, Bartonville, Ill.-; two
sons, Lvurn Loftin, Avon
Park, Fla., and Lora J. Loftin,
Hickory; three sisters-Mrs.
Tabers, Murray, Mrs. Nina
Scoggins, Springfield, Mo.,
and Mrs. Ruby Satory, St.
Louis, Mo.; seven grand-
children; two great grand-
children.
The funeral is scheduled for
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Roy M. Lowe
Funeral Home at Lowes with
the Rev. J. T. Carter of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
. the . Robbins. Cemetery. at
Mayfield.




Final rites for Mrs. Bertha
Wilson Craig, widow of Willie
Craig, 604 Broad Street,
Murray, were held Monday at
2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Frank
Bratt officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers were Jim
Burton, Otis Wilson, Mason
Canady, Gene Knight, Oren
Inman, and Cliff Finney.
Burial was in the Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
Mrs„ Craig. 90, died
iaturday at the .Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Ralph Hart,
Murray, one son, Lathen
Craig, Clarkston, Mich., one
sister, Mrs. Tennie Perry,
Murray. three grandchildren,





Rudy Burkeen, 47 sear old
resident of Dexter Route I.
died Monday at 11:30 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway Count
Hospial. His death followed an
extended illness.
The Calloway man had
taken disabbility retirement
from • his employment at
Kenlake State Park. He was a
member of the Independence
United Methodist Church.
Born June 5, 1932, in Calloway
County, he was the son of
Willie Burkeen who died in
1959 and Nellie Childress
Burkeen who diecLin 1977.
He is survived by two
daughters. Mrs. Benny
Diane) Hicks, Dexter Route
1. and Mrs. Paul (Janice)
King, Paducah; four gran-
dchildren--Vickie Hicks,
Jason Thomas King, Valerie
King, and James Paul King.
Mr. Burkeen is also sur-
vived by six sisters-Mrs. Paul
Treva ) Burkeen, Mrs. L. D.
Geneva) Wright, Mrs. Homer
I,ivie) Ferulell, Mrs. James
Mary Phillips, and Mrs.
John iVirginia) Coleman, all
of Dexter Route 1, and Mrs.
Alan °venal Eugley, Route
1. Puryear, Tenn.; two
brothers, William E. Burkeen,
314 Irvan, and Euel Burkeen,
1004 Payne, Murray.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 1 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeraltome with the Rev.
Layne Shanklin officiating.
Burial will follow in the Jef-
frey Cemetery.
Friends may call at the





The funeral for Mrs. Lottie
May Outland will be held
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Billy G. Turner officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Serving as pallbearers will
be Jeffrey Lee Erwin, Steve
Allen Erwin, Leo E. Smith,
Michael L. Petty, Phillip Lee
Petty, and .David Erwin.
Burial will follow in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home..
Mrs. Outland, 90, widow of
Reed Outland, died Friday at
the William Beaumont
Hospital, RoyaLOak, Mich.
She was a former member of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church here, but was now a
member of the Missionary
_Baptist Church at Tecumseh,
Mich. One daughter, Mrs.
Roxie Maupin, died Oct. 14,
1979.
Survivors include . two
daughters, Mrs. Fred Hart-
sfield, Warren, Mich., and
Mrs. Joseph Erwin, Royal
Oak, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Mabel Armstrong, Southfield,
Mich.; five grandchildren; 18
great grandchildren; six great
great grandchildren.
Bean & Ham Supper
At Martin's Chapel
The sixth annual White bean
and Ham Hock Supper will be
held at the Martin's Church
United Methodist Church on
Saturday, Nov. 17, with ser-
ving to start at 5 p.m. The
price will be by donation.
Following the supper
homemade Christmas bazaar
items will be auctioned at
approximately 7 p.m.
The public is invited to
attend the supper and the
bazaar auction to follow.
- mem allim 4•11110, gam
1975 Chevrolet
Malibu Classic
Two door, green, green vinyl roof, power steering
and brakes, air conditioner, local, "sharp,- ap-
proximately 71,877 miles.
C.7":1-11. U.11110TORS wars timsicsm
- Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, inc. . I







Keep That Great GM Feeling . .0
With Genuine GM Ports
_
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GUEST SPEAKER — cindy Hurt, standing, the state Future Homemakers of America
president and a student at Heath High School, was the guest speaker at the 14th an-
nual Murray High School FHA Daddy Date Night held Monday night at the Holiday Inn.
Members of the organization attended the activity with their fathers. Sitting beside
Hurt is Mary Morris, Murray High FHA president.




today that it would take -new
steps" to force the United
States to surrender the
deposed shah.
Radio Tehran, monitored in
London, said the ruling
Revolutionary Council ap-
proved a new "plan" for the
occupied American Embassy
in Tehran and a complaint to
the U.N. Security Council. The
broadcast said details would
be announced soon.
Pars, the official Iranian
news agency, said Iran "will
take new steps.. .to force
Washington to extradite the
shah," the Kuwait news
agency reported. It, too, gave





NEW YORK I AP ) - For-
mer California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, in his third bid for the
presidency, is taking his place
in front of a crowded field of
candidates seeking the 1980
Republican nomination. •
Reagan, scheduled to for-
mally declare his candidacy
at 7:30 p.m. EST today, enters
the race with a front-runner's
status that even his major
rivals acknowledge.
His announcement brings to
10 the number of Republicans
seeking the nation's highest
office. Three men, including
President Carter, are running
for the Democratic
presidential nomination.
Although Reagan has done
virtually no campaigning thus
far, his declaration of can-
didacy has long been planned
by his strategists. And every






Teacher Club will sponsor a
book fair, at the school on
Thursday, Nov. 15:
Persons may purchase
books before and after the
open house at 6:30 p.m. and
the business meeting at 7 p.m.
planned for Thursday, ac-
cording to Frosty Miller, PTC
president, who urges all
parents and interested per-
sons to attend.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
am. CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp.. are as follows'
Industrial Average .4.61
Air Products 294
American Motors Va uric
Ashland  unc
American Telephone 53% -%
Bonanza 2%13 3hA
angler
Ford Motor 36% -0-
G.A.F. 9% -41
General Care 15%
General Dynarnics 45% -54
General Motors 54% •62
General Tire X uric










Wal Mart 2004 unc
Wendys 1248 13A
Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
November 13,1919
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 644 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gilts 25-.50 lower Sows 111.00 lower in-
stances $1.50 lower
US 1-2 200-230Mo. .
US 2 200-240 lbs.
US 2,1 240-250 lbs
US 24 zo-2so its
sows
US 1-2 270-350 Ills
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 1-3450-5001k,








Boars over 300 11w 22 00-23 50
WASHINGTON
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Americans may pay more for.
home heating oil and wait in
line for higher-priced gasoline
as a result of President
Carter's decision to end
Iranian oil imports, officials -
say.
Those developments will be
even more likely if Iran
reduces production and lowers
the world's already tight oil
supply, experts in and out of
government said Monday.
They said the boycott's
impact on prices and supply
will depend on such factors as
the effectiveness. of U.S.
conservation efforts and the
prices U.S. oil companies pay
for crude oil in other markets.
WASHINGTON iAP) -
President Carter's top ad-
visers concluded the safety of
American hostages in Tehran
would not be jeopardized by
cutting off oil purchases from
Iran, officials say.
So Carter, aware that Iran
might impose an oil boycott
anyway, made his move.
Iranian officials announced a
cutoff almost immediately
after the president's an-
nouncement.
NATIONAL
HUGO, Okla. I API - "Our
teacher said. 'Anybody who
feels sick can just run to the
bathroom.' .and everybody got
up and started running."
The unidentified student
was describing a wave of
illness that hit her scho(.1
Monday when students and
faculty began "falling like
flies," vomiting and com-
plaining of cramps • and
diarrhea after a school lunch
of beef tacos- okra and peach
cobbler.
Doctors said none of 'the
some 270 victims was was
likely to die, but some might
"wish they were dead."
Officials at Franklin Junior
High School said the, victims
contracted what appeared to
be food poisoning following the
school cafeteria lunch.
ABSECON, N.J. ( AP)
Aaron Morrison may not get
his high school diploma
because his principal doesn'
like the teen-ager's extra-
curricular activities.
The 17-year-old is a member
of the Ku Klux Klan.
Revival Services
At Locust Grove
_Revival services will be held
at the Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene, located north of
Kirksey just off Highway 299.
starting Friday, Nov. 16, and
continuing through .Sunday,
Nov. 18.
Speaker for the weekend
revival services at 7 p.m. each
night will be the churii
pastor, the Rev. Robert- Voters.
Wasson. Carl Usrey is song The event
-leader -aa4-44ell-theey-tr--po 
organist. Special music will he
featured at each service
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE. Ky (AP; - USDA
Cattle 2500; slaughter steers end
heifers isitested. slaughter cows ;
higher; slaughter bulls stesd,
slaughter calves and vealers pw;
tested; feeders steady; heifers 2 bi-.; rin
higher;
Slaughter cows commercial 44 04
din; utility 4500.61.00; cutter 45%
40 OD; comer and low meter 4000.43 00
Slaughter bulb 1-2 11002100 lb 5750
C 00. 900-1300 lb 52.00-57 00,
Slaughter calves and vealers gond
and choice 175-200 lb vealers 71 Ar,.
6000, choice 300-400 lb calves s9 9.
71 50, feeder steers 200-300 lb X
06 00; 300-403 lb 06 0042 50 450.550 It.
lb 0047 75; 500400 lb 71 00-90 25, 700425
lb 71.5041 00, 500-715 lb 77 0043 25, KO
500 lb 71 5046 00, 300.600 lb 76 204650
545-700 lb 60 00-70 50. heifers 250454
69 00-79 25. 500700 lb 67 50-7450xs-sor,
lb 64 00-70 007500-710 lb SA 50,4700
Hogs 000. barrows and grits steel,
1-2 200-150 1b35.59-30-ao, 300.260 lb 3535
0030. 2-3 220-316 lb 34 00-15 On s,
(eady, 1-2 300-400 lb X 00-30 OD Vinson
lb 2006:3150. 500450 lb 31 50335
boars over 300 lb X 50;
Seep . u-iireaM  
Officials at Holy Spirit High
School say Morrison's
diploma, which should have
'been issued after Morrison
completed summer school, is
being withheld because he will
not renounce his membership




Troops Go To Texas
FT. CAMPBELL, Ky. (AP)
- There was plenty of
speculation on and around Ft.
Campbell as 1,700 soldiers in
the 101st Airborne Division
prepared for a flight Monday
night to Texas.
A deputy information of-
ficer, Bill Harralson, said
many callers wanted to know
if the departure was linked to
the Iranian crisis and added it
was hard to convince them it
had nothing to do with any
emergency situation.
The troops were flown out
for a maneuver called Dragon
II which continues through
Thursday. The information
officer said it was planned
long before the Iranian
situation developed.
Gas Lines... Continued From Page One
States. Those countries, in turn, would
then need less from their regular
suppliers and the "surplus" could be
delivered to U.S. oil companies.
"We'd simply have a reshuffling of
crude sources coming into the United
States," said Fred L. Hartley, chair-
man of the Union On Co. of California.
Robert Stobaugh, a Harvard
specialist on Mideast oil, said,
"American companies will be able to
deliver the oil they buy in Iran
somewhere else or else they'll swap it
for oil to be delivered here. The bigger
companies can do it within them-
selves... .The smaller companies ex-
change oil among themselves."
The United States then would be in
about the same position as before.
-A less optimistic possibility is that
Iran begins selling 700,000 barrels more
per day on European "spot markets."
This would raise prices at retail con-
siderably because crude oil is selling on
the spot market at about $20 more per
barrel than it costs when purchased
directly from oil-producing nations.
-The worst move Iran could make,
from a U.S. perspective, would be to cut
its production by 700,000 barrels.
"If they do cut production, then we
Iran...
have a problem because our supply
situation is so precarious," said Ralph
Bailey, chairman of Conoco Inc.
The gas station lines in the spring
were caused by a shortage of 400,000 to
500,000 barrels per day during the
Iranian revolution.
The administration has not left all the
decisions up to Iran and American
citizens.
The Energy Department was to begin
meeting with the nation's governors
later this week to discuss state energy
plans, the Carter officials said.
And the United States is urging its
allies to work toward oil conservation
targets discussed at recent in-
ternational summits, the officials
added.
The officials also said the govern-
ment would "use our standby allocation
authority" to make sure the 13 U.S. oil
companies most dependent on Iranian
crude "are not disadvantaged by this
decision." -
That could mean companies that buy
their crude from other nations would be
asked to share with Amerada Hess,
Ashland, Arco, Exxon, Getty, Gulf,
Marathon, Mobil, Phillips, Shell,
Amoco, Sun and Union oil companies,
the officials said
(Continued From Page One
Walter Huddleston, D-Ky.
"We must remove the question of oil
to demonstrate that we will not be
subject to political or economic black-
mail. This means that we will have to
compensate, and the best and quickest
way to do that Is through con-
servation," Huddleston said, echoing
Carter's call for reduced oil con-
sumption.
Huddleston urged "all Americans to
loin in this conservation effort 83 a way
of supporting the Americans who are
being held hostage and to demonstrate
our independence of Iranian oil."
"I further join the president in urging
that all Americans continue to act with
restraint while diplomatic efforts are
being made to secure the release of the
hostages," Huddleston said.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., expressed
a similar view, saying Carter's decision
was justified "without a doubt."
"Maybe it will help this country
realize the full extent of our over-
dependence on foreign energy sour-
ces," Ford said. "The president's
action should be interpreted by other
nations that America cannot and will
not be blackmailed, scorned or abused
by any country under any cir-
cumstances no matter how great the
need might be for • product that
country can provide."
Ford said the effects of the loss of
Iranian oil could be minimized "if the
president and the Congress move
immediately to increase the use of
domestic energy sources such as the
burning of raw coal in those facilities
which now use oil or natural gas."
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky., also
approved of Carter's action, but ad-
vocated further action.
"This decision...is an excellent
position for, the president," Hubbard
said. "I-just wish-he would go on now
and further say that, unless' these
hostages are released within 24 hours,
that we will stop all foreign_ aid to
Iran..( and ) begin deporting Iranians in
the United States who are here illegally
and Iranians who participate in public
demonstrations against the United
States."
Hubbard said his Washington office
was "flooded with calls" Monday about
the situation in Iran, adding that
"many people across the country were
really anxious that the president do
something."
Wave Of Illness Hits Oklahoma
School After Cafeteria Lunch
HUGO, Okla. ( AP i - "Our
teacher said, 'Anybody who
feels sick can just run to the
bathroom,' and everybody'got
up and started running."
The unidentified student
was describing 'a wave of
illness that hit her school
Monday when studenLs and
faculty began "falling like
flies," vomiting and com-
plaining of cramps and
diarrhea after a school lunch
Waterman To
Speak On SALT II
Treaty Thursday
Nan Waterman, chair-
woman of Common Cause,
will speak on the SALT II
treaty at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 15, at the new convention
building at the Kentucky Dam
State Park in Gilbertsville.
Waterman, former vice
president of the National
League of Women Voters, will
speak on behalf of Americans
for SALT, the nationwide
citizen's campaign for
ratification of SALT II.
The address is sponsored by
the Paducah-McCracken
County League of Women
is open to the
Women Of Moose To
Hold Bazaar, Dance
The first annual Christmas
Bazaar will be held by the
Murray Chapter No. 1465
Women of the Moose on
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, Nov. 15 to 17, at the
lodge hall on North 16th Street
Extended.
Hours of the bazaar will be
from 4 to 7 p.m. each day
Proceeds will go for
Moosehead and Moosehaven
and for local charities. This is
for members and their
families only.
Saturday, Nov. 17, a disco
dance will be held from 8 p.m
to midnight. A chili supper
will be held prior to thedance,
and a color television with
_tickets at $1 each will be given
awaY•
of beef tacos. okra and peach
cobbler.
. Doctors said none of the
some 270 victims was was
likely to die, but some might
••wish they Were dead."
Officials at Franklin Junior
High School said the victims
contracted what appeared to
be food poisoning following the
school cafeteria lunch.
"People just started falling
down and bumping into each
other," said seventh grader
Vince Johnson.
Schools were closed today
as four other cafeterias in the
school system were checked
for possible contamination.
None of the victims was
reported in critical condition.
About 102 Students and faculty
members were admitted to
hospitals in Hugo, Antlers,
Idabel, and Paris, Texas.
Another 168 were treated and
releaseii.
The 76-bed Choctaw County
Memorial Hospital was filled
to capacity, and broom
closets: lounges, and offices
were converted into
emergency bed space. Mat-
tresses were lined up On
hallway floors and in-
travenous bottles were hung
with coathangers from TV
sets and door frames.
"Children were everywhere
vomiting uncontrollably," a
reporter at the hospital said.
Frantic parents checking on
the welfare of their children
caused a traffic jam for a
fourblock radius around the
hospital.
"If it's what we think it is, it
will not kill anybody, but it
will make them wish they
were dead," said Dr. Robert
Coates, a staff physician at
Choctaw Memorial.
Ile and other physicians
suspected a staph infection
caused the ailment. Coates
said the symptoms usually
persist for 24 to 48 hours.
Coates said youngsters
affected ranged From third
graders through high school
students. He said all of those
who became al ate at the
junior high school cafeteria at
noon or later. Students and
staffers who ate during an 11




2302 KENTUCKY AVE. PADUCAH, KY.
AND
HWY. 148 SOUTH OF HERRIN, ILL
SALE
EARLY FALL
MERCHANDISE
3 OFF
•SPORTSWEAR
•DRESSES
*TOPS
*PANTS
OPEN SUNDAY 1-5
